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ABSTRACT 

Hotel industr) in Kenya continues to draw arrention from both the government. local and 

foreign investors due to the direct linkage to the multibillion tourism industry. 

Competition has shifted from local players to multinational luxurious hotels and this has 

reYolutionized their marketing approaches to v.in customers and operate profitably. 

Different hotels continue fetching varying levels of profitability based on different 

pricing strategies and little research has been done on them. Information is therefore 

required on what pricing strategies to customize for optimum profitability. 

This study therefore sought to establish the pricing strategies used by Hotels in Kem a 

and determine bow these strategies impact on profitability to the businesses. The 

population of study was the hotels in six key cities namely Nairobi. Mombasa.. Nakuru. 

K.isumu, Meru and nyeri which are representative of diverse demographics in the four 

main administrative regions country. The research design was descriptive survey which 

was carried out using semi structured questionnaires administered to 109 respondents out 

of the 120 intended for the full sample. This constituted a response rate of90.8%. 

The results revealed that hotels in Kenya employ a number of pricing strategies to 

achieve their pricing objectives. Cost plus pricing was revealed to be the most popular 

pricing strategy across all hotel classes. Other strategies that featured as highly applied 

were price signalling, break even pricing and image premium pricing. On the impact of 

pricing strategies on profitability, Cost plus pricing was recognized as a high contributor 

to all profitability aspects namely gross profit, target return on investment, liquidity and 

cash flow and sales revenue and long term profitability of the business. Price signaling, 

customer value pricing, and image premium pricing were noted to contribute moderately 

to maximum gross profit. Price signaling, image premium pricing and flexible pricing 

strategjes were scored moderately on target return on investment. Parity pricing, leader 

pricing, and experience curve pricing were moderately associated with liquidity and cash 

flow while high sales revenue and long term profitab1lity were attributed moderately to 

customer value pricing, parity pricing and experience curve pricing. 
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CHAPTER O~"'E: INTRODUCTIO~ 

1.1 Background of the Study 

The global business environment has been facing increasing magnitudes and rates of 

change in the recent past ..-.ith regard to marketing strategies and the context in which 

pricing decisions are planned and carried out and the information tools that marketers 

have at their disposal. There is now greater extent of volatility in the environment and the 

increasing level of uncertainties in the world's economy. These uncertainties are 

represented by an erratic rate of economic growth. hlgh rates of inflation. fluctuating 

exchange rates and globalization of markets and competition. Present day marketing 

managers will require getting insights on the trends of grov.1h in service sector of the 

economy, the importance of service in maintaining customer satisfaction and the growing 

importance of relationshlps for improved coordination of marketing programs that offer 

value to the customer (Vl alker et al. 2006) 

In the last few decades, pricing has been complicated further by rapid development of 

new information and communication technologies whlch have enabled organizations to 

collect and analyse more detailed information about potential customers. their needs. 

preferences, and buying habits. Thus information technology is enabling many finns to 

identify and target defined market segments and customize product features. promotional 

appeals, prices and financing arrangements to fit such segments. Organizations can 

serve much larger geographical areas so that companies now have their price offers 

competing with many foreign firms. The Information explosion has made today's buyers 

more sophisticated and more empowered in price negotiation and determination. 

Strategic pricing process will require to be ongoing and adoptive, involving participants 

from marketing and other functional departments in order to pa) attention to what is 

happening with their environments, customers, competitors in order to offer differentiated 

superior value for competitive advantage (Kotler, 2006; Walker et al., 2006). 



In the light of these changes. Walker et al. (~006) note that most firms in all industries 

will haYe to be market oriented. tightly focused on customer needs and desires. and 

highly adoptive to succeed and prosper in the future. This will require effective marketing 

practices particularly those associated with tracking. analyzing, and satisfying customers· 

needs and v.i.ll be done by multifunctional teams in all levels in the organization. The 

ability to create. manage and sustain exchange relationships with customers v.i.ll be a key 

strategic competence in the furure and pricing therefore will need a special focus since 

ifs the only element oftbe 4 P's that generates revenue to the firm. 

According to Cravens ( 1997) marketing managers who embrace a marketing concept \Vill 

have to ensure that guidelines for price strategies are set by strategic choices on market 

targets, positioning strategies, and product and distribution strategies. Product quality 

features, type of distribution channel, end users served. and the functions performed by 

the value chain members all help establish a feasible price range. When an organization 

forms a new distribution network, selection of the channel and intermediaries is driven by 

price strategy. The strategic role of pricing is however too often not recognised because 

the pricing concept is poorly understood ami treated as the last marketing decision. The 

most common approach by many firms is to design products, communication plans, and a 

method of distribution before setting the price. They then use pricing tactically to capture 

whatever value they can. Ibis practice should be avoided by allowing pricing to play a 

strategic role in marketing strateg}. 

The responsibility of pricing as noted by Kotler (2006) varies across organizations where 

marketing executives are more involved in most companies. In small companies. prices 

are often set by the boss. In large companies, pricing is handled by division and product

line managers. Even in this case, top management sets general pricing objectives and 

policies and often approves the prices proposed by lower levels of management. The 

industries where pricing is a key factor example aerospace, railroads and oil firms, 

companies will often establish a pricing department to set or assist others in determining 

appropriate prices. This department reports to the marketing department, finance 
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department or top management. In present practice. the others who exert an influence on 

pricing include sales managers. production managers. finance managers. and accountants. 

Kotler (2006) illustrates the importance of pricing for profitability as demonstrated in a 

1992 study by McKinsey & Company. Examining 2.400 companies, McKinsey 

concluded that a 1 percent improvement in price created an improvement in operating 

profit of 11.1 percent. By contrast, 1 percent improvements in variable cost, volume, and 

fixed cost produced profit improvements, respectively, of only 7.8 percent, 3.3 percent, 

and 2.3 percent. Effectively designing and implementing pricing strategies requires a 

thorough understanding of consumer pricing psychology and a systematic approach to 

setting, adapting, and changing prices. 

1.1.1 Pricing Strategies 

Price is defined as the sum of all the values such as money, time, energy, and psychic 

costs that buyers exchange for the benefits of having or using a good or service (Strauss 

et al., 2006). It's also defined as the value placed on a good or service by customers at 

some point in time (Kibera & Waruinge, 1988). Throughout rhe histury, prices were set 

by negotiation between buyers and sellers and the price for a commodity or service would 

be agreed between the two parties. Fixed price policies - Setting one price for all buyers

is a relatively modern idea that arose with the development of large-scale retailing at the 

end of the nineteenth century (Kotler & Keller, 2006). Price is seen by marketers to carry 

a psychological impact on consumers making it be used symbolically. High prices can be 

used to emphasize quality of a product or service and increase the status associated with 

it while lowering it encourages the price sensitive customers to go for the product. 

Pricing strategies are the means by which the finn's pricing objectives are to be achieved 

and to formulate them, a manager needs to be guided by the internal and external 

conditions faced by the firm to select the best choice of strategies. Cravens (1997) argues 

that when setting pricing strategies, a market oriented fmn would be expected to factor 

all the pricing elements into the decision process and still deliver value to the customer. 

ln the end the price strategy must accomplish its objectives without negatively impacting 
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customer expectation and perception. When managing the four core elements of the 

marketing mix. marketing managers often perceiYe pricing as the most difficult element 

to manage because the price a company charges for its products or services will have a 

major impact on the bottom line revenue and profits. 

Kotler (2006) and Hoffman et al. (2002) note that many companies do not handle pricing 

well when setting strategies. They simply determine their costs and take their industry's 

traditional margins. Other common mistakes are failure to revise price often enough to 

capitalize on market changes, setting price independently from the rest of the marketing 

mix rather than as an intrinsic element of market-positioning strategy. and failure to vary 

price enough for different product items, market segments, distribution channels, and 

purchase occasions. Firms offering undifferentiated products and services need to 

monitor what competitors are charging and price accordingly as seen in competitor based 

pricing strategies. When the finns offerings are differentiated in quality and costs, value 

pricing strategies are applicable where the pricing refers to the value perceived by the 

customers since no customer will pay more for a product or service than the perceived 

value. 

Nagle and Holden (2001) present two basic premises of competitive considerations when 

setting prices where one is based on buyers view and the other is competitor's reaction. 

The first one suggests that the buyer's choice is affected by not only the company's offer, 

but also by the competitors' offers. The buyer chooses the one that be or she perceives as 

the best. The second premise is how competitors react to a company's set pricing 

strategy. According to Nagle and Holden (1995), a pricing strategy set without 

consideration of competitors' reactions is one that can only be effective in the short run. 

Dolan and Simon (1996) introduce the price tier concept which suggests that many 

markets have a structure in which brands or products are aligned on a value map of 

perceived product value versus price. 
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A market can have different numbers of price tiers. each of \\hich implies different level 

of perceived quality and associated price and a good example is the present hotel market 

in Kenya A hotel can participate \.\ith its products or sen·ices in one or more price tiers. 

The significance of this concept is that competition within a price tier is typically more 

\igorous than across tiers and there is an asymmetry in competition across tiers~ i.e. price 

cuts by higher quality tiers are more powerful in pulling customers up from lower tiers, 

than lower tier price cuts are in pulling customers down from upper tiers (Dolan and 

Simon 1996). 

To stm~ve and thrive profitably in the highly competitive retail world, hotels must 

become more attentive and meticulous witb their pricing and therefore competitor and 

cost oriented strategies are proposed in such situations. If the company sets a price much 

lower than the rest of the market, this may trigger a price war, harming market share; but 

setting a price too high risks fruling to attract customers from competitors ·with a cheaper 

product more than ever before, tbe financial success of companies selling retail goods and 

services depends on their price strategy (Scarborough, 2011). Consumers demand fair 

prices in exchange for their business and are constantly <.;omparing prices while shopping. 

With the ever-present pressures from shrinking margins, rising costs, and competition, 

achieving the profitability objective today demands price strategies that factor in costs 

and hence cost oriented strategies (Kotler, 2006). Cost plus pricing and break even 

pricing are given as examples of pricing approaches that are purely based on costs. 

1.1.2 Profitability 

The general public and the business community typically defrne profit as the residue of 

sales revenue minus tbe explicit costs of doing business. Grinols & Mustard (2001) 

define business profit or accounting profit as the amount available to fund equity capital 

after payment for all other resources used by the firm. The economists also define profit 

as the excess of revenues over costs while factoring inputs provided by owners, including 

entrepreneurial effort and capital which must be compensated. The economist's definition 

includes a normal rate of return on equity capital plus an opportunity cost for tbe effort of 

the owner-entrepreneur as costs of doing business, just as the interest paid on debt and the 
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wages are costs m calculating business profit (Wilk.in.:;on. :wos ). The risk-adjusted 

normal rate of return on capital is the minimum return necessary to attract and retain 

investment. Similarly. the opportunity cost of owner effort is determined by the value that 

could be received in alternative employment. 

Glautier (200 1) defines Return on Sales or Profit Margin (%) as the Profit Margin of a 

company which detennines its ability to withstand competition and adverse conditions 

like rising costs, falling prices or declining sales in the future. The ratio measures the 

percentage of profits earned per dollar of sales and thus is a measure of efficiency of the 

company and the formula is given by Profit Margin= (Net Profit I Net Sales) x 100. He 

further defmes the Return on Equity of a company as a measure of the ability of the 

management of a company to generate adequate returns for the capital invested by the 

o"\'llers of a company. He argues that generally a return of 1 0% would be desirable to 

provide dividends to owners and have funds for future growth of the company. The 

formula is expressed as Return on Equity= (Net Profit I Net Worth or Owners Equity) x 

100, where Owners Equity= Total Assets (minus) Total Liability. 

The Return on Assets of a company is given as its ability to utilize the assets employed in 

the company efficiently and effectively to earn a good return. The ratio measures the 

percentage of profits earned per dollar of Asset and thus is a measure of efficiency of t'~Je 

company in generating profits on its Assets. The formula is expressed as Return on 

Assets = (Net Profit I Total Assets) x 100. Underutilized assets will lead to a smaller 

return on assets. Since the Hotel industry is asset-intensive, these returns are generally 

small, except when a hotel leverages facilities or equipment of other hotels or services 

(Brealey, 200 1) 

1.1.3 Pricing strategies and profitability 

According to Sahaf (2008) research in actual practice reveals that majority of finns 

decide prices of their products with an aim to maximize profits. Survival in the short run 

is also a major concern through prices that cover both fixed and variable costs. Very few 
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firms have been fo~using on other objectives as an ultimate goal of their bu5iness. Kotler 

(2006) highlights the focus on profitability both in the short and long run by finns when 

pricing through maximum current profits. cash flow and target return on investment 

Sahaf (2008) and Kibera (1988) present the focus on satisfactory profits by finns when 

setting pricing strategies. Besides maximizing profits finns also aspire to deliver 

satisfactory profits which are acceptable to owners and top management. 

Other profitability intentions by firms when pricing as given by Kibera (1998) and Sabaf 

(2008) are generating adequate cash flow to achieve the necessary liquidity and 

maximization of sales revenue through low profits in the short run and grov.ing sales to 

achieve long term profitability. High sales are seen by most businesses as a positive 

indicator for high profits when economic constraints like inflation and competition are 

minimal. 

1.1.4 Hotel Industry in Kenya 

The word hotel is derived from the French hotel which referres to a French version of a 

townhouse and a place that offers accommodation (Lundberg, 1974). Many authors 

define a hotel as an establishment that provides paid lodging on a short-term basis with 

the provision of basic accommodation facilities consisting of a room with a bed, a 

cupboard. a small table and a washstand. This bas largely been replaced by rooms with 

modem facilities, including en-suite bathrooms and air conditioning or climate control. 

Additional common features found in today's hotel rooms are a telephone, an alarm 

clock, a television, internet connectivity, a safe, a mini-bar with snack foods and drinks, 

and facilities for making tea and coffee. Luxury features include bathrobes and slippers. a 

pillow menu, twin-sink vanities, and Jacuzzi bathtubs. Larger hotels may provide 

additional guest facilities such as a restaurant, main bar, swimming pool, fitness center. 

business center. childcare, conference facilities and social function services. 

Hotel industry is a major beneficiary of tourism which is a vital part of the global 

economy. International tourism generated roughly above $1 trillion in global receipts in 

2010 (up 1.8 percent from 2009), and was ranked as the fourth-largest industry in the 
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world. after fuels. chemicals. and automotive products. The bread1h of international travel 

also has greatly expanded in recent years to encompass the developing world. In 1950 

just fifteen destinations. primarily European. accounted for 98 percent of all international 

arriYals. By 2007 that figure had fallen to 57 percent. Once essentially excluded from the 

tourism industry, the developing world has now become its major growth area. Tourism 

is a key foreign exchange earner for 83 percent of developing countries and the leading 

export earner for one-third of the world's poorest countries and for the world's forty 

poorest countries. tourism is the second-most important source of foreign exchange after 

oil (United Nations World Tourism Organization, 2010). 

Hotel business in Kenya dates back to pre-independence days and history has it recorded 

that as early as 1905, visitors from foreign countries could book for accommodation in 

some of the oldest hotel facilities like The Norfok Hotel. In the 1930's, overseas visitors 

and explorers had started coming to Kenya in masses mainly for big-game hunting 

expeditions while others came in search of solitude. These expeditions were locally 

referred to by the Swahili word "Safari" thus bequeathing to the travel world literature 

with a new vocabulary. Among the early visitors were Statesmen, Royalties and 

celebrities such as Theodore Rosevelt., Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, and Ernest 

Hemingway respectively all who had to seek for accommodation ·within the local hotel 

facilities 

The hotel industry has therefore undergone great transition since then evolving from 

simplicity to impress generation after generation of visitors with different expectations by 

adjusting their levels of standards of service, luxurious style, hospitality and comfort. 

This bas resulted therefore to the present close relationship of hotel and tourism 

industries. Hotels in Kenya are grouped into different categories based on the quality of 

services offered. These categories are Five Star Deluxe, Five stars, Four Star, Three Star 

Two star, one star and Budget Hotels to suit all types of travellers. Most of these hotels 

are located in major towns across the country and in some of the best and popular tourist 
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destinations in the country (Kenya T ou:ist Development Corporation re,•iew. 2010 & AA 

British & American Hotel Rating System .. 

Kenya bas over the years become a major tourist destination of the world due to the 

breath taking scenery, amazing wildlife and diYerse culture that has been attracting 

tourists from all across the world every year. The Tourism agenda in the country has 

therefore acquired a lot of importance over the past few years due to being a major 

contributor to the countr) 's Gross Domestic Product and economic development hence 

the government has left no stone unturned in attracting tourists to this exotic country and 

investing in hotels. Large number of Hotels has been corning up in most regions of the 

country since all the visitors have to be provided with recreation facilities which have Jed 

to the need for aggressive marketing activities as the players seek to achieve sustainable 

competitive advantage. 

The Government of Kenya has also positioned tourism as one of the leading sectors that 

will enable the achievement of the Vision 2030 Goals. Kenya hopes to be among the top 

ten long-haul tourist destinations in the world offering a high-end. diverse and distinctive 

visitor experience that few of her competitors can offer. Among the specific goals is to 

increase the number of international Yisitors from the present 1.6 million in 2006 to 3 

million in 2012, Increase hotel beds from 40,000 to at least 65,000, combined v.i.th an 

emphasis on a hlgh quality service (Government of Kenya, Vision 2030). 

The specific strategies for realizing the goals will involve an aggressive strategy to 

develop Kenya· s coast (north and south) by developing resort cities with state of the art 

hotels in two key locations in addition to the Isiolo resort cities. achieving hlgher tourism 

re,·enue yield by increasing the country's premium safari parks and improving facilities 

in all under-utilized parks, creating new high value niche products (e.g. cultural eco

sports and water-based tourism), revamping business-visitor offering by attracting high

end international hotel chains, and by investing in new conference facilities. This will 

give a nev.· dimension to the Hotel industry and will require the hotel managers to invest 
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more resources in money time and effort to come up v..ith the most suitable management and 

marketing strategies to tap these great opportunities (Government of Kenya. Yision 2030). 

It"s for this reason therefore that hotel managers must cautiously make their pricing 

decisions while crafting their marketing strategies to ensure profitable value creation. 

customer satisfaction and retention oflo~-al customers. 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

The last tv.ro decades has seen a lot of changes in the Kenyan economy mainly due to 

liberalization, globalization, technology advancement and more educated and enJightened 

consumer. The harsh economic conditions have seriously affected the market share and 

profitability of businesses (Government of Kenya Economic Review. 2011). This 

competitive pressure has forced hotels to employ strategic planning; aggressive 

marketing and customer focused pricing strategies to survive in the turbulent 

environment. Hotels in Kenya need to adopt pricing strategies that take care of a di\'erse 

clientele since they present their services in different levels of quality standards to 

different segments of customers in an effort to offer value for the amount of money spent 

to achieve satisfaction and manage profitability. Different hotels in Kenya continue to 

generate different profitability levels based on their different pricing strategies but for 

them to achieve sustainable competitive leverage and profitability, information is still 

required on what pricing strategies to customize for their businesses in order to optimize 

profitability. 

Studies on pricing strategies have been done both on locally and intemationall). Hall and 

Hitch, (1939) focused on the pricing strategies used by business executives in United 

States of America when setting prices for their products and found that firms take 

competitor reaction into account and emphasize on competitor based pricing strategies. 

Similar studies were done by (Shipley, 1981) on pricing and profit objectives of British 

manufacturing firms which found out that there is a considerable relation of pricing 

strategies and profitability that vary '"~th size and number of competitors. 
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~umerous studies on pricing have also been done locally. Munyoki (1997) studied Retail 

pricing strategies on selected consumer goods sold by supermarkets in Nairobi. Kiiru 

(2002) focused on pricing of electrici~ by power producers in Kenya. ';\dole (2006) 

studied pricing practices on transport bus companies in Kenya while \Vamiori (2009) 

studied pricing strategies adopted by manufacturers of fast moving consumer goods in 

Mombasa 

The pricing strategies applied by firms may have been documented by different 

researchers howe\'er no known study has established the common strategies used by the 

hotel industry in Kenya and the relationship to profitability. This study will therefore 

attempt to answer the following research questions. 

'What pricing strategies are adopted by hotels in Kenya? 

What relationship exists between pricing strategies and profitability of hotels in Kenya? 

1.3 Research objectives 

The objectives of this study are; 

(i) To establish the pricing strategies used b) the hotel industry in Kenya. 

(ii) To determine the relationship bet\veen the pricing strategies and profitability of hotels in 

Kenya 

1.4 Significance of the study 

This study will add to the knowledge and understanding of pricing which is an important 

variable in the marketing mix, its application in the hotel industry and therefore scholars 

and researchers may use the results of the study as a source of reference. The results of 

this study will also offer to marketing managers in the hotel industry some insight into 

pricing strategies that are more likely to achieve profitable business performance. 



CHAPTER T\\.0 : LITERA TL'RE REVIE\V 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses theories and practice in the field of pricing strategies and their 

relationship to profitability by highlighting the economists and marketers view. It then 

brings up the practical and theoretic Yiews of pricing. The discussion then narrows down 

to the various alternatives of pricing strategies a\ ailable to marketers in the hotel 

industry. 

2.2 Pricing theory and practice 

There are two main different views on p1icing in theory: economic view and marketing 

view. These two different Yiews are put across by neoclassical economic thinking and 

behavioral pricing research respectively (Moore, 1995; Estelami and Maxwell. 20D3).The 

economic theory relates price to the supply and demand relationship ,,·hile Cost, 

competition, and the price elasticity are ke) factors in determination of price. In 

competitive markets. the combined forces of competition and the desire of the sellers to 

maximize profits will bring supply and demand to an equilibrium point where price, 

marginal cost and average cost are equal (McCain, 1981; Moore, 1995: Kibera & 

Waruinge, 1988) 

In its basic form, the economic theory rests on assumptions that the business has onJy one aim 

that is the maximization of total profits. knows exactly the costs of each level of output, 

and how much will be sold at each possible price. This therefore implies maximum 

profit will be realized when marginal revenue is equal to marginal cost. Very few business 

men v•ould accept these assumptions as being realistic for practical application. 

According to the theory of demand a customer v.ill buy more at a lower price than a higher 

price. This makes it equally challenged due to impractical assumptions. Marketers are 

however supposed to know the elasticity of demand v.'hich is how the market would react 

to a price change. 

Modem theories on pricing recognize the fact that businesses may not be interested in 

profit alone but also in the extent of growth of their sales. market share. im en tory 
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position. liquidity. prestige. labor relations. etc. and that the cusromer choice is 

inrluenced by a multiplicity of factors like his social standing. peer opinion. 

advertisements. 5hop displays etc. 

Glaurier (2001) argues that in command economics. central control leads to the use of 

cost base methods of pricing, while in market economies price is a function of supply, 

demand and competition. Business and their management accountants have to move 

pricing away from cost based methods towards market driven pricing and factor in all the 

other elements. There is however an increase in acceptance of the marketing 'iews of 

pricing in literature (Estelami & Maxwell, 2003). As companies are increasingly 

becoming customer oriented, they are giYing more imp01tance to their marketing 

strategy. Common in marketing strategies is the 4 p·s (Product. Price, Promotion and 

Place). Among the 4 p·s. the one that is least researched is Price. TI1ese can be the fuel of the 

recent increase in pricing research. One would expect marketing view on pricing and hence 

behavioral pricing research to provide more relevant solutions to firms' current pricing 

problems, which are mainly marketing related. 

While the pricing theories may be valuable in understanding fundamental economic 

relationships. there are weighty reasons why they are not suitable for the solution of 

practical pricing problems. Business authors agree on the critical aspect of pricing for a 

firm's profitability and the need for more research on the topic, which will improve 

understanding of how pricing decisions are taken and most importantly how they can be 

based on a strategic orientation. Nagle (1987) commented that ·'if effective product 

development, promotion and distribution sow the seeds of business success. effective 

pricing is the harvest. While effective pricing can never compensate for poor execution of 

the first three elements, ineffective pricing can surely prevent those efforts fi·om resulting 

in fmancial success·'. 

23 Pricing Strategies 

Most scholars and practitioners share a common perspective on the issue of pricing that 

pricing should be handled as a strategic effort. They stress the importance of aligning 
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pricing strategy with overall corporate strategy and marketing strategy Nagle (1987) and 

Myers (2002). This therefore implies t!lat firms are likely to employ diverse strategies 

given the different working situations. CraYens ( 1997) however notes that pricing is 

becoming increasingly challenging for many firms because of relying on factors that are 

difficult to analyze and articulate i.e. demand. competition, costs, deregulation. informed 

buyers and slow market gro\\1h, The fact that price may also influence on buyers value 

positioning and be used as a measure of product quality then justifies the need for a well 

crafted pricing strategy. 

A composite of pricing strategies as presented by Jain (2004) and Kotler (2006) 
comprises of pricing strategies for new products and established products, flexible pricing 

strategies, product line-pricing strategy, bundling-pricing strategy and price-leader 

strategy. Different pricing strategies are recommended to fit with changes in marketing 

programs, market conditions, and product life cycles. Cost considerations are associated 

with strategies like Cost plus pricing, break even pricing strategies (Kibcra, 1988). Other 

special pricing situations as presented by Cravens (1997) may occur given unique 

circumstances and rt!quire special strategies e.g. differential pricing, negotiated pricing 

and periodic discounting. Psychological pricing where odd number pricing, reference 

pricing and everyday low pricing are also given under the special situations (Cravens. 

1997) 

Lovelock et al. (2007) describes pricing strategies as a tripod with costs to the provider, 

competition, and value to the customer as the three legs. He notes the need that the goal 

of an effective pricing strategy is manage revenues in ways that support firm's 

profitability. This requires a strategy that considers costs, competitors pricing and values 

created for the customers. To make a profit, a finn must set high prices enough to recover 

the full cost of producing and marketing the product or service, and a sufficient margin to 

yield the desired profit margin at the predicted sales volume Lovelock (20 1 0). 
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Several authors point out the importance of aligning pricing strategy to company's 

overall profitability goal. This alignment leads to consistency in the message delivered 

through marketing mix about the company and the product to the customers (1\agle. 

1987). Cra\ ens (1997) recognise that managers use their pricing strategies to achieve 

specific objectives and profitability. Kibera (1988) notes that pricing decisions are 

influenced by profitability goals which are guided by the increase or maintenance of 

largest possible contribution or gross profit. the achievement of target return on 

investment. generation of desired cash flow. maximizing revenue b) varying prices to 

target segments over time and covering of costs. The pricing strategies are not mutually 

exclusive and therefore a firm can employ several types based on their situation. 

Competition based strategies are presented based on two premises by ~agle, (1987). One is 

based on buyer· s reactions while the other on competitor reactions and as a result, se' eral 

strategies are given. The projection of a differentiated product or service image, matching of 

competitor pricing. maintenance of a well managed level of competition to a void price wars 

with competitors and undercutting competitor pricing are given as approaches to 

competitor based pricing strategies. 

Lovelock (2007) claims that creating a viable service requires a business model that 

allows the costs of creating and delivering the service plus a margin for profits to be 

recovered through realistic pricing and revenue management strategiesSagle and Holden 

(1995) argue that a key step in pricing is to identify all the relevant costs when setting 

pricing and relevant costs are those that determine the profit impact of the pricing 

decision. According to Dolan and Simon (1996), the cost structure of the firm affects 

profitability, the price charged, and the number of sales. Cost snucture concerns the ratio 

of variable and fixed costs to the total costs. In asset intensive industries like the hotels, 

fixed costs are high in comparison to variable costs, and in certain sales quantity intervals 

profitability is substantially increased with an increase in number of sales, because 

revenues increase while the total costs remain relatively stable. 
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Howe\'er. in industries where \'ariable costs are high. increase in number of sales does 

not lead to substantial increase in profitability. Kibera (1988) notes that many 

businessmen resort to the simple formula to arri\ e at their price 'vhich eliminates 

judgement on the pan of the price setter. Firms that use cost plus pricing strategies set 

prices by totalling their costs and adding a reasonable margin of profit. This approach 

however doesn't consider whether the market \\ill pay the price or not. The costs that a 

firm needs to recover usually impose a minimum price. or floor for a specific product or 

service offering. and the customer perceived Yalue of the offering sets a maximum or 

ceiling. The price charged by competitors for similar or substitute sen ices typically 

determine where. within the floor to ceiling range, the price can be set. Cost based 

strategy is mostly used by business intermediaries as product moves from manufacturers 

to consumers. 

Kibera (1988) refers demand oriented pricing strategies as those that base it on the 

demand level of the product. In this approach. the marketer charges a higher price when 

demand for a product or service is high and a low price when it's weak. He however 

notes that one needs to be able to estimate the amounts of these products which will be 

demanded at different prices and bear in mind customer perceptions of value. The level 

of demand can also be a base for price discrimination where same product or service is 

offered at different prices to different customers depending on the customer's perceived 

value hence value pricing (Zeitharnl, 2006). High price elasticity then favours a strategy 

of lowering costs for profitability and low price elasticity implies that the price should be 

increased to the point that market can bear for profitability (Moore, 1995). 

Flexible pricing strategies are referred by different authors in different tenns such as 

dynamic pricing, Yariable pricing and discriminatiYe pricing. Jain (2004) refers to all 

these situations as offering the same products or quantities to different customers at 

different prices. Flexible pricing strategies enable firms to charge a higher price to 

customers who are willing to pay it and a lower price to those who are unwilling, 

although legal difficulties may be encountered if price discrimination becomes an issue. 
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Kotler (2006 1 explains that these differentiated prices can be based on target customer 

segments and different versions of products or services. The intended image to be 

communicated. the location and time of offer are also mentioned as causes for different 

pricing for same product. 

Jain (2004) describes fixed price strategy as a one-price strategy that sets the same price 

for all customers who purchase goods under essentially the same conditions and in the 

same quantities. The one-price strategy is fairly typical in situations where mass 

distribution and mass selling are employed. This pricing strategy offers administrative 

convenience and also makes the pricing process easier. It contributes to the maintenance 

of goodwill among customers because no single customer receives special pricing favors 

over another. Scarborough (2011) discusses situ~nions where this technique is applied by 

manufacturers who print suggested retail prices on their products and include them on 

invoices or wholesale catalogues. 

Tbree basic strategies given by most authors as effective for introducing new products are 

market penetration, skimming and life cycle pricing strategies. Market penetration pricing 

strategy involves offering a product at an initial low price to achieve the largest possible 

market share as quickly as possible (Dean, 1969; Kibera, 1988; Jain, 2004; Scarborough. 

2011). This approach is suitable for products and services that don·t symbolise social 

status here the market is sensitive to price. In this case the firm will rely on high sales 

volumes to build market share. Skimming pricing is tenned as the strategy of establishing 

a high initial price for a product with a view to "skimming the cream off the markeC at 

the upper end of the demand curve. This strategy is accompanied by heavy expenditure 

on promotion. A skimming strategy may be recommended when the nature of demand is 

uncertain, when a company has expended large sums of money on research and 

development for a new product, when the competition is expected to develop and market 

a similar product in the near future, or when the product is so innovative that the market 

is expected to marure very slowly (Jain, 2004; Scarborough, 2011). 
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Scarborough (20 II ) and Cra\ ens ( 1997) present lifecycle pricing as a strateg) that 

depend on the stage of a life cycle of a product. In this case. the product is introduced at a 

high price which then gradually drops as it moYes through the life cycle and as costs are 

reduced through accumulated experience. They also note that price becomes more active 

element of strategy as products mo"e through the life cycle and competitive pressure 

build, costs decline and Yolume increases. This strategy is howe\ er required to be 

consistent with the overall marketing program positioning strategy of the firm. 

Kotler (2006) and Scarborough (2011) describe promotion pricing techniques as those 

strategies that are used to stimulate increased purchase. Loss leaders or leader pricing, 

special event pricing, cash rebates, and discounts are given as examples. They describe 

leader pricing strategy as one that involves marking down the normal price of a popular brand 

item in an attempt to attract more customers who v.~ll make incidental purchases of other items 

at other prices. Special event pricing is explained as seasonal pricing offers during unique 

events like Christmas holidays. Referring to Kotler (2006), cash rebates strategies are used 

to encourage product purchases in a specified time period. This helps to clear inventories 

without cutting the stated list price. According to Kibera (1988) discow1t or markdown 

pricing strategies are reductions from the marked list price offered to customers in terms of 

cash or something else of value. 

According to Kotler (2006), price-setting logic must be modified when the product is part 

of the total product and service mix offered by a firm. In this case, the firm searches for a 

set of prices that maximizes profits on the total mix. He argues that the pricing issue is 

complicated by the fact that various products have demand and cost interrelationsrups and 

are subject to different degrees of competition. He therefore distinguishes six situations 

involving product-mix pricing: product-line pricing, optional-feature pricing, captive

product pricing, two-part pricing, by-product pricing, and product-bundling pricing. 

Price lining or product line pricing strategy offers different price points to different 

products in a product line depending on their quality, features and costs (Kotler, 2006 ; 

Scarborough, 2011). Under this system, entrepreneurs stock merchandise in several 
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different price ranges or price lines. Each category of merchandise contains items that are 

similar in appearance but differ in quality. cost. performance, or other features. 

Scarborough (20 11) argues that the many lined products appear in different qual it) sets 

e.g. good, better. best designed to satisfy different market segments and wide range of 
shoppers. 

Kotler (2006) and Scarborough (2011) present optional feature pricing strategy as a 

technique which offers optional products, features, and services along with their main 

product then sets low prices for the main product to pull crowds and high prices for other 

additional products. He adds that companies must decide which items to include in the 

standard price and which to offer as options. He gives an example of Restaurants which face 

a similar pricing problem. Customers can often order liquor in addition to the meal and many 

restaurants price their liquor high and their food low so that the food revenue covers costs. 

and the liquor produces the profit 

Scarborough (20 11) describes captiYe product pricing strateg) as a technique that 
involves selling a product for a low price and charging a higher price for the accessories 
that accompany it. Kotler (2006) illustrates captive product pricing with the examples of 
desktop printers which sells the printer at low price and earn high margins on the 

replacement cartridges, Manufacturers of razors, digital phones, and cameras often p1ice 
them low and set high markups on razor blades and film.. respectively. AT&T may give a 

cellular phone free if the person commits to buying two years of phone service. 

Two part pricing strategy is given by Kotler (2006) as a method where a firm offers a 

basic item at a fixed fee and a variable usage fee e.g. the registration fees of member 

clubs and variable charges based on facility usage. He then describes b)- -product pricing 

strategy as a pricing approach where both a product and its by-products are priced on 
their value to customers. The income earned on the byproduct makes it easier for the 

company to charge a lower price on its main product if circumstances like competition 
forces it to do so. He illustrates this method by the example of meat, petroleum products 

and sugar industries. 
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Referring to Scarborough (20 11 ). price bundling im·oh es grouping together seYeral 
products or ser\'ices or both into a package that offers customers e;...-u-a ''alue at a special 
price. He gi ,·es an example of softv- are manufacturers who bundle several computer 
programs into suites that offer customers a discount over purchasing the same packages 
separately. Kotler (2006) however notes that a firm can use pure bundling when products or 
sen·ices are only available as a bundle or mixed bundling where the seller offers goods both 
individually and in bundles. The price for a bundle is usually less than when items are 
purchased separately and this offers choice for those customers who may have not pla!Uled 
to purchase the whole bundle. 

Kibera (1988) and Kotler (2006) argue that price causes psychological reactions on the part of 
customers where high prices are associated with high quality or prestigious product while 
low price may mean real bargains or even inferior product. Psychological pricing strategies are 
therefore commonly designed to encourage purchases that are based on emotional rather than 
rational responses at the retail level. They fwth~r give an example of psychological 
pricing as odd pricing where the end number of the price is made an odd number e.g. sh. 999 
and not sh.l 000. Another example as given by Kotler (2006) is psychological discounting 
where an artificially high price is set and then a sa\ ings price is offered. Example ··was 359, 
DOW 239". 

2.4 Profitability 

Jhingan and Stephen (2008) describe profits as compensation received by a firm for its 
managerial function. Profits may be normal \\'hen they give minimum returns essential to 
induce the firm to remain in business in the long run and not withdraw from the industry 
while supernormal profits are realized when the firm exceeds normal profits. According 
to Jhingan and Stephen (2008) some economists consider profitS as a functional reward to 
the entrepreneur for engaging in the risk and bearing the uncertainties of doing the 
business. Vlhen unforeseen profitable circumstances prevail. a firm can earn windfall 
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profit by mere chance without much effort. example \.\'hen prices go up in an inflationary 

boom. 

According to Kunwar and Kyandemo (2007) profit is regarded as residual income left 

after payments to all hired factors are made and is termed as gross profit. This contains 

interest on the entrepreneurs 0\\11 capital. rent and land used for the business and wages 

for his non entrepreneurial labor. By using his personal factors in his own firm. the 

entrepreneur loses what he could have earned if he lent out these factors and ser\'ices in 

the market. According to economists these implicit costs should be added to the paid out 

explicit costs to arrive at total costs which when deducted from total income in a given 

period gives net profit. KW1war and Nyandemo (2007) argue that from a managerial point 

of view, economic profits are more important than accoW1ting profits because they reflect 

the true profitability of an enterprise. A firm may be incurring losses while making 

accoW1ting profits which may force the firm withdraw itself from business in the long 

nm. 

runctions of profits as given by Tilingan and Stephen (2008) are to mta.sure performance 

or the net effectiveness of the business efforts. A higher profit is an indicator that the 

business is run successfully and effectively. However, profit is far fi·om being a perfect 

measure of business efficiency but is probably the best indicator of the general efficiency 

of the fll1ll. Profits also ensure supply future capital for innovation and expansion 

through self financing or inducement of ex1:emal capital which optimizes the company's 

capital structure and its cost of capital. Profit also guarantees the survival of the business. 

Ifs the risk premium that covers the cost of staying in business, obsolescence, market and 

technical risks and uncertainties. No firm can survive long in the absence of at least a 

minimum rate of return on investment. 

Referring to Kunwar and Nyandemo (2007) a sole objective of profit maximization by a 

flrm is not the same as the objective of rendering useful sen·ice to the society while 

earning profits in the process. The former is a short term objective and generally conflicts 

with the social welfare. All firms which aim to grow in a social set up must learn to 
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sacrifice short term gains and build up strength and image which will be useful and 

profitable in the long run. Profit therefore. must be looked at from the view of financial 

soundness of the fmn and contribution to the society rather than in terms of year!) returns 

on capital only. 

2.5 Pricing and profitability 

Profitability is a common goal for many for profit organizations and hence its importance 

while setting pricing strategy. The firm's long term sun.·ival depends on its ability to sell 

its products at prices that will cover costs as well as providing a profit margin that ~ill 

ensure a reasonable rate of return to investors (Glautier, 2001). Lovelock (2007) argues 

that creating a viable product or service requires a business model that allows the costs of 

creating and delivering the product or service plus a margin for profits to be recovered 

through realistic pricing and revenue management strategies. A key goal of effective 

pricing strategy is to manage revenues in ways that support the firm's profitability 

objectives. This requires an understanding of costs, competitors' pricing, and the value 

created to customers. 

Glautier (200 1) illustrates that classical theorists believe that firms should detennine the 

optimum price which maximizes the fmn · s profits. From their point of view, the price 

that maximizes profits implies the most efficient use of the economic resources held by 

the firm. This actually agrees ~rith the tenets of classical philosophy of capitalism. that is, 

tbe objective of the firm is to maximize the returns accruing to the owner of its capital. 

The price which maximizes profits is given as that level of sales where the marginal costs 

are equal to the marginal revenue (Kibera, 1988). The authors agree that the economic 

theory imposes Yery exacting conditions on the analysis of the optimum pricing for 

profitability and requires information that is difficult to get. Classical theorists argue, 

nevertheless, that this principle is a useful guide to profit maximization. 

According to Etzel et al. (2007) a fum may select one or more profit oriented goals for its 

pricing policy. Achievement of a target return, profit maximization and satisfactory profit 

are the most common ones. A firm may price its product to achieve a target return which 
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is a specified percentage rerum on its sales or on its investment. ~fany retailers and 

wholesalers use a target return on sales for sbon periods e.g. one year or seasonal sales. They 

add an amount to the cost of the product. which is a mark up. to cover anticipated operating 

expenses and provide a desired profit for the period. Achieving a target rerum on investment 

is measured in relation to firms net wonh (Assets minus liabilities). This pricing goal is used 

by industry leaders because they can set their pricing goals more independently of 

competition than smaller firms in the indusi:r). 

A firm may also set pricing strategies with an aim of maximizing profits and making as much 

money as possible. This goal has a problem of being seen as profiteering, high prices and 

monopoly (Sahaf, 2008). In both economic theory and business practice, hov·lever, there 

is nothing wrong with profit maximization. Theoretically if profits become high in an 

industry due to short supply in relation to demand. new capital \\ill be attracted to increase 

production capacity which will increase supply and eventually reduce profits. 

Profiteering in the market place doesn't last long periods because substitutes become 

available, purchases can be postponed. and competition can increase to keep prices at 

reasonable level (Etzel et al., 2007). 

Referring to Etzel et al. (2007) a profit maximization goal is likely to be more beneficial to a 

company if it is pursued over the long term. In this case, business firms may require accepting 

modest profits or even losses over the short term by setting low prices to build a large clientele 

then maximize profits from repeat purchases from this large group in the long term. A firm in 

this kind of situation can set low and relatively unprofitable prices on some products in order 

to stimulate sales of others as long as the overall pricing goal is to maximize profits on total 

output Sahaf (2008) argues that some firms prefer to have satisfactoz: le\ el of profit as 

main objective of pricing strategies instead of profit maximization or fixed target rate. 

Satisfactory level of profit represents an amount that is not only sufficient to cover costs but 

also enables a firm to make future investments. He notes that satisfactory profit should be 

reviewed from time to time since changes may occur in coSts of production, distribution or 

advertising. 
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CH...\PTER THREE: RESEARCH l\1ETHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research design 

The design of this study was descriptive surve}. This was appropriate in learning the 

who, what, where, when and how of pricing decisions by hotels in Kenya. Through this 

design it was possible to make estimates of the proportions of the hotel population that 

ha' e certain pricing characteristics and the associations among the different pricing 

Yariables. According to Cooper & Schidler (2009) sun e1 s are more efficient and 

economical than observations. 

3.2 Population of study. 

The population of this stud} was the hotel establishments in six key tov.rns in Kenya. 

namely Nairobi, Nakuru. Kisumu, Meru. Xyeri, and Mombasa. The population therefore was 

the 1160 hotels in the six cities as listed in the Kenya business directory (Appendix B, list of 

1160 hotels in six tov.ns). 

3.3 Sample size & sampling design 

The sample size was 120 hotels which was an estimate of 10% of the population. The 

sampling design of the study was multiphase sampling design which im olved the 

grouping the hotels into clusters made up of key cities in the country and categorizing 

the various hotel classes into four segments (strata) based on AA British & American 

bote] rating system. Proportionate stratified random samples was then drawn followed by 

simple random sampling to select participating hotels from each stratum as illustrated in 

table 3.3 & 3.4. 

Table 33:- Proportionate Stratified sample allocation 

Stratum Proportions % Population Sample Sample Size 

Budget 55% 642 n 1 66 

l Star 24% 280 n2 29 

2 to 3 Star 15% 175 n3 18 

4 star & above 6% 70 n4 7 

Total 100% ll67 120 
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Table 3.4: Sample a llocation within clusters 

Cluster 'iairobi Mombasa ~ak.'UTU Kisumu l>\yeri Meru 

"l n N n ~ n l\ D l\ n N n 

Budget 301 30 207 ::!1 41 4 5~ 6 19 I 1- I 

I Star 132 13 81 8 Ii 2 :!5 3 8 I - I 

2 to 3 Star 78 8 60 6 11 l 15 I s 1 5 1 

4 star & above 37 4 29 3 3 I 6 l 3 I 1 I 

Total 549 57 3i7 39 ~2 7 104 11 35 4 30 4 

3.4 Data collection 

Primary data was used for this study. The data was collected using a semi-structured 

questionnaire with three pans. Part A covered the business background infonnation. part 

B the pricing strategies used by hotels and part three the relationship between pricing 

strategies and profitability. Data was collected from hotel owners, managers or 

supervisors through personal interviews or drop and pick later method. A pilot study on 

ten hotels was conducted in Nairobi CBD market to test ar1d improve on the validity of 

the survey instrwnent. 

3.5 Data analysis 

The questionnaire was coded in respect to questions for ease of electronic data tabulation and 

processing. Statistical Package for the social sciences (SPSS) v.ra.s used and descriptive 

statistics such as mean scores, standard deYiation, frequency distributions and inferential 

statistics e.g. Analysis of variance (AN OVA) and product moment correlation were used to 

analyze the data. 

The first section of the questionnaire. part A which contained background information of 

the hotels was analysed using frequencies and percentages. Part B which investigated the 

pricing strategies used by the hotels \\as analysed using mean scores and analysis of 

variance (Al\OV A). Part C wruch measured the effects of pricing strategies on aspects of 

profitability was analysed using mean scores and Pearson product moment correlation. 



CHAPTER FOl.-'R: DATA A. '\AL YSI . .\.. ~D 1'\TERPRET A TIO!\ OF 

RESL'LTS 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the broad findings of the study. Out of the total targeted 120 

respondents -v.bo received the questionnaire. 109 duly filled and returned the completed 

questionnaires which represents 90.8% response rate. The findings presented in this 

chapter therefore are based on 90.8 response rate. 

4.2 Background information of the company 

4.2.1 Age of hotel 

Majority of the respondent hotels (80.7%) were aged over five years while 19.3 were aged 

less than five years. 

Table 4.2.1 Age of Hotels 

Age of hotel Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent 

o-1 yrs 4 3.7 3.7 

1-4 yrs 17 15.6 19.3 

5-9 yrs 41 37.6 56.9 

10-14 yrs 17 15.6 72.5 

15- 19 yrs 29 26.6 99.1 

over 20yrs 1 0.9 100.00 

Total 109 100.00 

Source: Research Data 

4.2.2 Number of employees in the hotels 

A majority of 92.7% Budget c lass hotels reported having between one and twenty 

employees, 80% of one star had between eleven and fifty employees, 89% of 2 to 3 stars 

reported twenty one to 100 employees while 72.7% of four stars reported over fifty 

employees. This indicates that the employee· s number increased with the A/\ Star ratings 

of hotels. 
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Table 4.2.2 J'liumber of employees in hotels as percentage 

No. of Budget One star 2- 3 star Four star 

employees % cum~}~ % cum% % cum% % cum% 

1 to 10 38.2 38.2 4 4 5.6 5.6 0 0 

11 to 20 54.5 92.7 20 24 0.0 5.6 9.1 9.1 

21 to SO 7.3 100 60 84 38.9 44.5 18.2 27.3 

51 to 100 0.0 100 8 92 50.0 94.5 54.5 81.8 

> 100 0.0 100 8 100 5.6 100 18.2 100 

Source: Research data 

4.2.3 Products offered by the hotels 

As indicated in tables 4.2.3 below, majority of products were offered by the hotels with 

bottled water having highest aYailability of 99.1 %. juices were 2"d with 97.2% and wines & 

spirits 3rd with 96.3%. However the least offered products were cocktails and cigarettes v.rith 

availability of 76.1% and 84.4% respectively. 

Table 4.23 Products offered by hotels 

wine& Bottled Carbon soft Energy 

Beer spirit water drinks Juices Cocktails Cigarettes Food drinks 

% % % % % % % % % 

Yes 95.4 96.3 99.1 90.8 97.2 76.1 84.4 94.5 90.8 

No 4.6 3.7 0.9 9.2 2.8 23.9 15.6 5.5 9.2 

4.2.4 Services offered by hotels. 

The services offered by hotels as indicated in table 4.2.4 below show that 100% of all 

interviewed reported offering accommodation. The 2"d most common service was 

conferences with 68.8% availability and banquets third \Vith 52.3% availability. 

However, the least offered services were banking v.ith availability of 17.2% of the hotels, 

car wash services aYailable in 18.2% and games which were aYailable in 29.4% of the 

hotels. 
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Table 4.2.4 Senices offer ed b~ Hotels 

Recreation 
Accomm car wash Cyber Conference Banquets Games & beauty Banking 

% % % % % % % % 
Yes 100 18.3 33.9 68.8 52.3 29.4 33.0 17.4 

No 0.0 81.7 66.1 31.2 47.7 70.6 67.0 82.6 

Source: Research Data 

4.2.5 Pricing decision makers in hotel industry. 

The study showed that pricing decisions in budget class hotels. 34.5°/o are made by 

directors, 20% by share holders and 20% by functional heads. In one star category, the 

study found that prices are set by functional heads in 28% of the hotels, 24% hotels by 

directors and 28% by functional heads. In 2-3 star hotels, 55.6% of hotels pricing 

decisions are made by functional heads, 11. 1 ~o by share holders and I 1 . 1% by directors. 

In the four stars and above category, price decisions are made by directors in 45.5% of 

hotels, 27.3% middle management and 9.1 by share holders. Overall, the pricing decision 

rests on directors in 29.4% of hotels, functional heads in 26.6% of hotels and share 

holders in 18.3% ofthe hotels. 

Table 4.2.5: Pricing decision makers in hotels 

Price decision makers classification Total 

Budget One star 2 - 3 star Four 

% % % star% % 

Share holders 20 24 11.1 9.1 18.3 

Directors 34.5 24 11.1 45.5 29.4 

Functiona l heads 20 28 55.6 9.1 26.6 

Middle management 1.8 0 0.0 27.3 3.7 

Share holders & top management 9.1 4 11.1 0.0 7.3 

Top management & directors 14.5 20 11.1 9 1 14.7 

Total 100 100 100 100 100 

Source: Primary data 

4.3 Pricing Strategies used in the hotel industry 

Each respondent was presented with a list of 20 pricing strategies encompassing a variety 

of pricing situations and asked to select the extent to \\hich the hotels apply the given 

strategies on a 5 point scale where 1 =to :10 e:-..1ent and 5 =to a very large extent. For 
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purposes of interpreting the findings. pricing strategies mean scores of I to 2.5 will be 

interpreted as small extent of usage. 2.6 to 3.5 moderate extents. and above 3.5 as large 

extent. 

4.3.1 Pricing strategies used to large extent. 

For the whole sample. the leading pricing strategy used to large extent was cost plus 

pricing with a mean score of 4.1. The hotel managers expressed their concern on meeting 

their marl...-ups and margins which are set long before other pricing factors are considered. 

The second strategy was price signaling with mean score 3.9. The third pricing strategy 

was break even pricing with mean score of 3.6. Other strategies noted as used to 

moderate extent were image premium pricing, customer \'alue pricing, flexible pricing 

and parity pricing strategies (mean scores of3.4, 3.2. 3.0 and 3.0 respectively). 

Pricing strategies based on hotel classification (table 4.3.1) sho\v that the pricing 

strategies used to large e>-."tent by budget hotels were cost plus pricing, price signaling and 

break even pricing with mean scores of 4.1, 3.8 and 3.6 respectively. Pricing strategies 

used on large e:x."tent by one star vvere cost plus pricing, price signaling and image 

premium with mean scores of 4.2. 3.9 and 3.6 respectively. The pricing strategies scored 

to high extent for 2-3 stars are cost plus pricing. price signaling and break even pricing 

with mean scores of 4.1, 3.9 and 3.8 while those of 4 stars and above were cost plus 

pricing. price signaling and image premium pricing with mean scores of 4.1, 4.1 and 4.1 

respectively. 

4.3.2 Pricing strategies used to small extent 

The least scored pricing strategies used to low extent for the whole sample as shov.n in 

table 4.3.1 below were price skimming with a mean score of 1.9, psychological pricing, 

internet pricing and low price supplier pricing all v,ith a mean score of 2.0. Based on 

hotel classification, the strategies scored low on extent of usage by budget are internet 

pricing (mean score 1.8) and price skimming (mean score 1.9). Pricing strategies scored 

low on extent of usage by one star are low price supplier (mean score 1.9) and price 

skimming (mean score 2.0) while for 2-3 star were price skimming (mean score 1.7) and 



low price supplier (mean score 1.8). The four stars and ab..:>ve scored psychological 
pricing (mean score 1.5) and price skimming (mean score 1 5) as used to low extent. 

Table 4.3.1 Mean scores for pricing strategies 
Mean interpretation key· 1 to 2.5 = small extent of usage. 2.6 to 3 .5 = moderate extents. and 
above 3.5 = large extent. 

Pricing strategy Budget one star 2 - 3 star 4 star Full sample Price skimming 1.9 2 1.7 1.5 1.9 penetration pricing 2.5 2.4 2.1 1.8 2.3 Experience c. pricing 2.7 2.4 2.2 1.9 2.5 leader pricing 2.9 2.8 2.7 2.1 2.8 
parity pricing 3.1 3.1 2.9 2.6 3.0 low price supplier 2.2 1.9 1.8 1.5 2.0 
price bundling 2.9 2.9 3.1 2.7 2.9 
customer value 3.2 3.3 3.1 3.5 3.2 cost plus pr icing 4.1 4.2 4.1 4.1 4.1 
break even pricing 3.6 3.4 3.8 3.3 3.6 
price signaling 3.8 3.9 3.9 4 .1 3.9 
Image premium. p 3.2 3.6 3.7 4 .1 3.4 
flexible pricing 2.7 2.8 3.5 3.6 3.0 
Promotion pricing 2.6 2.6 2.5 2.6 2.6 
Perceived va lue. p 2.5 2.6 3.0 3.0 2.6 
internet pricing 1.8 2.1 2.2 2.0 2.0 
Product line pricing 2.7 2.8 2.8 2.5 2.7 
Optional feature. p 2.4 2.5 2.5 2.2 2.4 
Two part pricing 2.1 2.4 2.1 2.2 2.2 
psychological pricing 2.0 2.1 1.9 1.5 2.0 Source: Research data 
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4.3.3 Analysis of variance (A.!~OVA) for pncrng strategies m different 
hotel classes 

Before conducting the Al\'OV A. two assumptions of concern \\ere tested. These are 
population normality and homogeneity of variance. The population from which the 
samples were drawn had to be normal and this was checked by skewness and k.-urtosis 
while the scores in each group required haYing homogenous \ ariances and this was 
checked using Levene's statistics. Based on the statistics gi"en in appendix C. the 
distributions of pricing strategies scores are norma] with slight negative skew values 
between -0.9 to -0.9 and kurtosis values -0.9 to -rl.23, therefore the assumption of 
normality is not violated. 

Based on the findings given in appendix B, the second assumption is met since the 
significance (p "alue) of Levene's test F (3.105) d.f is larger than the a - 0.05 for all 
strategies except break even pricing (p = 0. 031) therefore the null hypothesis will be 
accepted that the variability of the hotel groups are equal. The homogeneity assumption is 
therefore not violated to proceed ·with .>\NOV A. 

The analysis of variance is based on a confidence level of 95%, (a.== 0.05). Vl is equal to 
3d. f. and V2 ranges between 105 and 108 based on the number who responded to the 
question. F ratio with an F probability value Jess than 0.05 will be significant hence 
suggesting that hotel class significantly influences choice of strategy. F (3.108) ==Value; 
p < 0.05. Based on ANOVA fmdings (Appendix E), the significance ofF value indicates 
that the main effect on choice of strategies by hotel classification was on three strategies 
namely experience curve pricing (p = 0.03), image premium pricing (p=0.008) and 
flexible pricing (p=0.021). To locate the sow-ce of differences caused by classification on 
choice of pricing strategy, one way ANOVA v.~th Post Hoc tests was done. The Turkey 
HSD multiple comparisons show that the three pricing strategies, experience curve 
pricing, image premium and flexible pricing significant differences occur between 
budget classes and 4 star hotel classes. 
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4.4. Pricing strategies and profitability 
Each respondent was presented -v.ith the list of 20 pricing strategies and asked to rate the 
contribution of each strateg: to "arious aspects of profitability namely maximum gross 
profit. target return on inYe~trnent. liquidity & cash flow and sales re\'cnue & long term 
profitability. The rating was done using a three point scale where 1 = lov. and 3 = high. 
For interpretation purposes. mean scores of 1 - 1.4 = low, 1.5 - 2.4 = moderate, 2.5 - 3.0 
high profitability 

4.4.1 Gross profit 

The pricing strategies reported to contribute high gross profits as shown on table 4.4 
below were cost plus price strategy (mean score 2.9), price signaling (mean score 2.6). 
Image premium pricing. flexible pricing. and customer value pricing were scored as 
contributing moderately all v•ith mean score of 2.4. Howe' er. the low gross profit 
contributors were psychological pricing (mean score1.3), internet pricing and penetration 
pricing with mean scores of 1.4. 

4.4.2 Target return on investment 
The pricing strategies reported to contribute high target return on investment was cost plus 
price strategy (mean score 2. 7). Moderate contributors were price signaling (mean score 2.3) 
and image premium, flexible pricing, and break even pricing all with mean score of 2.2. 
Other moderate contributors to target ROI were psychological pricing (mean scorel.S), 
internet pricing and experience curve pricing with mean scores of 1.5 and 1.6 respectively as 
sho·wn in table 4.4 below. 

4.4.3 Liquidity and cash flow 
There was no pricing strategy that was reported as contributing high liquidity and cash 
flow. The pricing strategies that were rated as moderate contributors to liquidity and cash 
flow were experience curve pricing, leader pricing, parity pricing and cost plus pricing all 
with a mean score of 2.1. Other moderate contributors were psychological pricing, 
internet pricing and low price supplier with mean scores of 1.5. 1.6 and 1.6 respectively. 



4.4.4 Sales revenue and long term profitability 

Parity pricing strategy was rated as moderate contributor to sales reYenue and long term 

profitability \\ ith a mean score of ~A. Other pricing strategies rated moderate 

contributors \\:ere experience curve pricing and cost plus pricing both \\ ith a mean score 

of 2.3. Psychological pricing, skimming pricing and internet pricing with mean scores of 

1.6, 1.7 and 1.7 respectively were also rated as moderate contributors. 

The overall rating on pricing strategies contribution to profitabilit) as indicated in table 

4.4 show that cost plus pricing (mean score 2.5) is a high contributor to O\ erall 

profitability of hotels. The other pricing strategies rated as moderate contributors to 

overall profitability were image premium pricing, break even pricing. price signaling. and 

customer value pricing all with a mean score of2.2. 

4.5 Pricing strategies product moment correlation with net profit of 

hotels 

Based on the biYariate Pearson product moment correlation analysis (appendix D) the 

output confinns significant positive relationships bet¥ieen net profit and several pricing 

strategies as follows. Cost plus strategy (r =0.14, p<O.OS), flexible pricing (r =0. 1 5, 

p<O.OS) customer value (r = 0.25, p<0.05). price signaling (r =0.28. p<O.OS) and image 

premium (r= 0.39, p<O.OS). This shows that the above pricing strategies are associated 

v.ith high net profits. 
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Table 4.4 1\fean scores for contribution of pricino ~tratcuies to profitabilitY 
~ ~ . 

Key: mean score 0 - 1.4 = Jo,,. 1.5 - 2.4 =moderate. 2.5 - 3.0 htgh profitability 

Pricing Strategies Max G Profit TargetROI L& C FlO\\ SR&L Profits Overall 
Std Std Std. Std. Mean 

Mean De' Mean Dev l\·!ean De\ Mean De' 

Price skimming 1.7 0.6 1.9 0.6 1.7 0.7 1.7 0.8 1.8 

Penetration pricing 1.4 0.6 l.i 0.6 ::!.0 0"' ~.0 0.7 1.8 

Experience c. pricing 1.5 0.5 1.6 0.6 :!.I 1.~ ')" 0.6 1 9 
-·-' 

leader pricing 1.8 0.8 1.9 0.6 2.1 0.7 2.2 0.7 2.0 

Parity oricing 1.8 0.8 1.9 0.7 2.1 0.7 2.4 0.7 2.1 

Low price supplier 1.6 0.7 1.7 0.8 1.6 0.6 2.1 0.7 1.8 

Price bundling 1.9 0.8 1.9 0.8 1.8 0.6 2.::! 0.8 2.0 

Customer value 2.4 0.7 2.1 0.7 1.9 0.8 2.2 0.8 2.2 

Cost plus pricing 2.9 0.3 2.7 0.5 2.1 0.6 .,.., 
0.7 2.5 

~ . .) 

Break even pricin!! 2.4 0.7 2.2 0.6 2.0 0.7 2.:: 0.7 2.2 

Price signaling 2.6 0.7 2.3 0.7 1.9 0.7 2.1 0.8 2.2 

Image premium oricin!! 2.4 0.8 2.2 0.7 1.8 0.7 2.2 0.7 2.2 

Flexible pricing 2.4 0.8 2.2 0.8 1.8 0.7 2.1 0.8 2.1 

Promotion oricinrr 1.9 0.7 1.7 0.6 1.9 0.8 2.2 0.8 1.9 

Perceived value pricing 1.7 0.7 1.9 0.6 1.7 0.7 2.0 0.8 1.8 

internet oricinrr 1.4 0.7 1.5 0.7 1.6 0.7 1.7 0.8 1.6 

Product line pricing 1.8 0.8 1.7 0.7 1.9 0.8 2.1 0.8 1.9 

Ootional feature oricin!! ].9 0.8 1.8 0.6 1.9 0.8 2.1 0.8 1.9 

Two part pricing 1.7 0.7 1.7 0.6 1.7 0.7 1.8 0.7 1.7 

PsvchoJoQ"jcal oricino 1 3 0.6 J.5 0.7 1.5 0.7 1.6 0.6 1.5 

Source: Research data 
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CHAPTER FIVE: SUM1\1ARY, CO~CLUSIO~ A~D 

RECOM1\1E ·nATIO~S 

5.1 Introduction. 

This Chapter presents the summary of findings and the conclusions. It also incorporates the 

recommendations made from the study. the limitations encountered and the 

suggestions for further research 

5.2 Summary of the findings 

The study aimed at achieving two objecti\ es namely establishing the pricing strategies 

used by the hotel industry in Kenya and determining the relationship between the pricing 

strategies and profitability of the hotels. The study established that most hotels in Kenya 

use a combination of pricing strategies to large extent which are Cost plus pricing, price 

signaling and break even pricing. The stud) also showed that image premium pricing. 

customer value pricing, flexible pricing and parity pricing strategies are used to a 

moderate extent. 

Generally the pricing strategies across the various hotel categories were similar however, 

some variations on choice of pricing strategy were noted in the budget class and the 4 star 

and above. The pricing strategies that varied significantly across the two hotel categories 

were flexible pricing, image premium pricing and experience curve pricing strategies. 

Most of the other pricing strategies didn't shO\"-' significant variations across the hotel 

classes. Going by explanations given by respondents. the four star hotels use image 

premium prices to communicate the quality of their products and services to their 

customer and keep off the non target clientele. They also use flexible (dynamic) pricing 

as often as possible depending on season. customer or occasion unlike the budget hotels 

that set fixed prices throughout and have no much image to demonstrate through pricing. 

The respondents noted that penetration pricing strategy is preferred to skimming strategy 

for new products so that they attract customers. build a loyal customer base then raise the 

prices. Psychological pricing and internet pricing were both not popular and not 

associated with profitability. 
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The second objecti~·e was to relate the pricing strategies to profitability of the hotels. 

Based on the :fmdings. several pricing strategies "'ere found tO be associated with 

profitability of the hotels. The o~ erall rating on pricmg strategies contribution to 

profitability showed that cost plus pricing contributes high overall profitabi)jty of hotels. 

Other pricing strategies rated moderate!) were image premium pricing. break e\'en 

pricing, price signaling, and customer \'alue pricing. This was funher confirmed with 

product moment correlation coefficients with net profits of the hotels where same 

strategies \Vere rated as high contributors to net profit. 

Cost plus pricing was recognized as high contributor to all profitability aspects namely 

gross profit, target return on investment, liquidity and cash flow and sales revenue and 

long term profitability of the business. Price signaling, customer 'alue pricing, and image 

premium pricing were noted to contribute moderately to maximum gross profit. Price 

signaling, image premium pricing and flexible pricing strategies were scored moderately 

on target return on investment. Parity pricing. leader pricing, and experience cune 

pricing were moderately associated with liquidity and cash flow while high sales revenue 

and long term profitability were attributed tO customer Yalue pricing. parity pricing and 

experience curve pricing moderately. 

5.3 Conclusions 

In conclusion, the different hotel categories have to weigh their situations and address 

their pricing objec6ves with several strategies. Based on the results it· s clear that there is 

no one pricing strategy that offers all solutions to the pricing decision but the hotel 

managers have to apply the strategy that works best given the pre\'ailing circumstances. 

Hotel categories use several combinations of pricing strategies with some significant 

variations between Budget class and 4 stars. These pricing strategies contribute 

differently to profitability where only one strategy was found to be adopted across all 

hotel categories and leading in profitability contribution. This was cost plus pricing 

which happened to be the rule of the thumb i.e. they load their industry margins on costs 

to set their prices. AJl managers are therefore conscious v..ith their margins and \.Viii rather 

not offer a product or service that does not promise their minimum set margins. The other 
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not offer a product or sen ice that does not promise their minimum set margins. The other 

important strategies associated with profitability were image premium pricing. break 

even pricing, price signaling, and customer value pricing in that order. 

5.4 Recommendations from the study 

\\lb.ile noting the turbulent environments and increased globalized competition, the 

seasonality of hotel business and the critical role played by pricing in profitability it is 

necessary that Hotel operators and managers put more emphasize in improYing the 

pricing decision, understanding the underlying situations and the intended pricing 

objectives so that they can settle on the right combination of pricing strategies. Based on 

the study findings, such combination should include the strategies that are associated \\~th 

high profitability like cost plus pricing, price signaling and flexible pricing strategies, 

customer value pricing and break even pricing. This will ensure stln'ival of the business 

during low seasons and tap the potential from different customer levels and different 

seasons for maximum business profitability. 

5.4 Limitations of the study 

'While carrying out this study, various limitations were encountered. The principal 

limitation was time constraint given that the data collection method was personal 

administration of questionnaires with managers and O\.vners. Drop and pick method was 

used where respondents were not available. The other limitation was getting full 

cooperation from the respondents and obtaining accurate business data from as originally 

planned. Some respondents were reluctant to part with information and therefore could 

have concealed some facts. Lastly there was a time limitation to thoroughly work on the 

project due to official duty engagements and the study findings could have been complete 

if all targeted respondents were interviewed. 

5.5 Suggestions for further research. 

The purpose of this study was to determine the pricing strategies used by hotels in the 

country and the effects of those strategies on profitability. The study was carried out on 
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120 hotels located in six key cities without including others that could be located in other 

tOV.'IlS in the country. It is possible that the results are not representative of the entire 

country. The researcher therefore would suggest that similar studies be carried out to 

include more towns in the country and increase the sample size to improve on the 

reliability of the study results. Further research should also be carried out from the 

perspective of the internal and external factors that affect the selection of pricing 

strategies and how hotel managers combine their strategies to arrive at the fmal price in 

order to shed light on a holistic pricing decision process. 
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Appendix A. Mean scores for pricing strategies 

Rating scale 1 = to no extent and 5 =to very large ex'tent 

Budoet Hotels 
·~ 

Pricing strategy Kisurnu Meru Mornbasa 1\airobi I ~akuru I 

I Total "\veri 

price skimming 2.2 2.0 2.1 1.8 1.3 ! 2.0 1.9 ; 
·---

penetration pricing 3.0 3.0 2.3 2.6 2.0 2.0 ., -__ ) 

experience c. pricing 3.5 1.0 2.6 • 3.0 2.0 1 3.5 2.7 

leader pricing 3.2 2.0 ' 2.7 I 3.2 3.3 2.0 2.9 
parity pricing 3.3 3.5 2.6 ' 3.5 3.3 I 3.5 3.1 
low price supplier 2.2 1.0 2.5 2.2 1.3 .., ~ ., .., __ ) 

-:-:_ 

price bundling 2.8 3.5 2.8 3.0 2.8 2.5 2.9 

customer value 3.0 4.5 3.0 3.1 3.5 3.5 3.2 

cost plus pricing 4.2 4.5 4.0 4.o I 4.5 4.0 ' 4.1 

break. even pricing I 3.8 3.0 3.4 3.7 4.0 1 3.5 3.6 

_Q_rice signaling 3.5 4.5 3.8 3.8 4.5 3.0 3.8 

image premium pricing 3.3 4.5 3.2 3.1 3.3 2.5 3.2 

flexible pricing 2.7 1.5 3.3 2.6 
..,.., 
-·-' 2.0 2.7 

promotion pricing 3.5 3.5 2.5 2.4 
..,.., 
-·-' 2.5 2.6 

perceived value pricing 3.3 1.5 2.6 2.3 1.5 2.5 ") -__ ) 

internet pricing 2.7 1.5 1.9 1.6 1.5 2.5 1.8 

_product line pricing 3.7 3.0 2.2 2.8 2.8 3.0 2.7 

optional feature pricing 2.8 2.0 2.3 2.4 2.0 3.0 2.4 

two part pricing 1.7 2.0 2.) 2.3 2.0 2.0 2.1 

psvcholo2ical pricing 1.5 4.0 2.2 1.8 ') .., 
-·-' 2.0 20 

One Star hotels 

Pricing strategy Kisumu Meru Mombasa Nairobi Nakuru Nyeri Total 

price skimming 2.0 I 2.0 2.0 2.2 1.0 2.0 2 

penetration pricing I 3.3 3.0 2.3 2.4 1.0 3.0 2.4 

experience c. pricing 2.0 1.0 2.9 2.3 3.0 1.0 2.4 

leader pricing 3.7 2.0 2.7 2.6 4.0 2.0 2.8 

parity pricing 3.3 4.0 3.1 2.6 4.0 4.0 3.1 

low price supplier 2.7 1.0 2.6 1.4 2.0 1.0 1.9 

_Qrice bundling_ 3.0 3.0 2.9 2.8 3.0 3.0 2.9 

customer value 2.7 4.0 3.4 3.2 3.5 4.0 3.3 

cost plus pricing 4.0 5.0 3.9 4.3 4.0 5.0 4.2 

break even pricing 4.0 3.0 3.6 3.1 4.0 3.0 3.4 

price signaling 4.3 5.0 3.3 3.8 5.0 5.0 3.9 
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1mage premium pricing 3.7 4.0 I 3.4 3.5 I 4.o I 4.o I 3.6 I 
flexible pricing 2.7 '2.0 3.6 I 2.6 2.5 1.0 2.8 
promotion pricing 2.7 3.0 3.1 2.3 3.0 1.0 2.6 
perceived value pricing 3.0 1.0 . '2.4 2.1 I 2.0 3.0 2.6 
internet pricing 3.3 1.0 • 2.6 1.8 I 1.0 1.0 2.1 
product line pricing 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.9 I 2.0 1.0 2.8 
optional fearure pricing 2.7 2.0 '2.1 ' 2.7 2.0 3.0 :.s 
two part pricing 2.7 2.0 2.6 . 2.5 2.0 2.0 2.4 
psycholocical pricing 2.7 4.0 2.4 1.8 1.0 2.0 ; 2.1 

2 to 3 Star Hotels 
I Pricing strategy Kisumu Meru Mombasa Nairobi Nakuru Nveri Total 

price skimming 2.0 2.0 1.7 1.6 1.0 2.0 1.7 
penetration pricing 2.0 4.0 2.0 1.8 3.0 3.0 2.1 
experience c. pricing 5.0 2.0 2.7 1.6 2.0 2.0 2.2 
leader pricing 4.0 3.0 2.7 2.5 3.0 3.0 2.7 
parity pricing 4.0 3.0 3.2 2.6 3.0 2.0 2.9 ~, 

low price supplier 3.0 2.0 1.7 1.6 1.0 3.0 }.8 1 

price bundling 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.4 3.0 1.0 3.1 

customer value 4.0 3.0 2.8 3.4 3.o I 2.0 3.1 

cost plus pricing 4.0 4.0 4.3 4.1 4.0 2.0 4.1 I 

break even pricing I 4.0 4.0 4.3 3.4 4.0 4.0 3.8 

price signaling 4.0 2.0 4.5 3.6 5.0 3.0 3.9 

. image premium pricing 4.0 3.0 4.2 3.3 4.0 5.0 3.7 

I flexible pricing 3.0 3.0 3.8 3.5 3.0 3.0 3.5 

promotion pricing 3.0 3.0 2.0 2.6 3.0 3.0 2.5 

perceived value pricing 4.0 3.0 2.7 3.3 3.0 2.0 3.0 

internet pricing 3.0 2.0 2.0 2.3 1.0 3.0 2.2 

product line pricing 4.0 4.0 2.2 2.9 4.0 2.0 2.8 

<>I>_tional feature pricing 4.0 4.0 2.2 2.4 2.0 3.0 2.5 

· two part pricing 2.0 2.0 1.7 2.1 2.0 4.0 2.1 

_psvchological pricing 1.0 2.0 1.7 1.8 4.0 3.0 1.9 
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"' Star & above 

I Pricing strategy Kisumu Meru 
I price skimming 

Mombasa Nairobi 1 Nakuru ·1 "'\veri Total 

1.0 2.0 1.3 1.8 1.0 1.0 1.5 

penetration pricing 2.0 2.0 1.0 I 2.8 1.0 1.0 I 1.8 

I experience c. pricing 3.0 1.0 2.3 1.5 3.0 1.0 1.9 
I 

2.31 leader pricing 2.0 2.0 2.3 2.0 1.0 2.1 

~ paritv pricing 3.0 4.0 2.7 2.8 I 1.0 2.0 I 2.6 

l low_price supplier 2.0 1.0 1.3 1.5 3.0 1.0 1.5 

I 
, price bundling 4.0 2.0 2.3 3.0 3.0 2.0 2.7 

I customer value 4.0 3.0 3.7 3.5 4.0 2.0 3.5 

I 
cost plus pricing 4.0 4.0 4.3 3.8 5.0 4.0 . 4.1 

break even p ricing 1 2.0 2.0 4.7 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.3 

price Si!Ulaling 4.0 4.0 4.7 3.5 5.0 4.0 4.1 

image premium pricing 4.0 3.0 4.7 3.8 5.0 4.0 4.1 

flexjbJe pricing 4.0 1.0 4.3 3.8 4.0 3.0 3.6 

promotion pricing 4.0 2.0 3.0 2.81 1.0 2.0 26 

perceived value pricing 0.0 1.0 3.3 1 3.5 1 3.0 2.0 3.0 

internet pricing 4.0 1.0 3.0 1.3 0.0 1.0 2.0 

product line pricing 3.0 2.0 2.0 2.8 3.0 2.0 2.5 

optional feature pricing I 4.o I 1.0 2.0 I 2.3 2.0 2.0 2.2 

two part pricing 4.0 1.0 2.0 2.5 2.0 1.0 2.2 

psvchological _pricing 1.0 3.0 2.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 
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Appendix B: Levene's Test 

Test of Homogeneity of Variances (p > 0.05) 

Levene I 

Pricing strategy Statistic d.f.l I d.f.2 Siu . 

price skimming 0.82 3 

.. 
105 

0.4851 

penetration pricing 0.68 3 105 
0.565 I 

experience curve pricing 0.42 3 105 
0.739 

leader pricing 0.87 3 105 
o.457 I 

parity pricing 0.13 3 105 
0.945 

]ow price supplier 0.91 3 105 
0.439 

price bundling 1.19 3 105 
0.316 

customer value 0.80 3 105 
0.497 

cost plus pricing 0.04 3 105 
0.990 

break even pricing 3.08 3 105 
0.031 

_Qrice signaling 0.18 3 105 
0.907 

image premium pricing 2.58 3 105 
0.057 

flexible pricing 1.59 3 105 
0.196 

I 0.874 
_prom otion pricing 0.23 3 105 

I perceived value pricing 1.86 
..., 
.) 104 

0.142 

I internet pricing; 2.68 3 104 
0.051 

J>roduct line pricing 0.94 3 105 
0.425 

I optional feature pricing 1.21 3 105 
0.311 

I two part pricing 1.89 
..., 105 

0.136 
.) I 

I _Qsychological pricing 0.57 3 105 
0.636 

Source: Research data 

In this data, the significance (p value) ofLevene's test is larger than the a= 0.05 for all 

strategies except break even pricing therefore acceptance of null hypothesis that the mean 

variances are equal. 
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Appendix C: Skewness and kurtosis 

I Mean Std. Dev · Skev.ness I Kurtosis 

1.9 0.7 0.53 -0.02 

2.3 0.9 0.06 -0.94 

expenencecurvepncrng I -__ ) 
1.0 I 0 15 -0.86 ·-

leader pricing 2.8 1.0 0.18 -0.59 

1 parity pricing 3.0 1.01 -0.35 -0.59 

· low price supplier 2.0 1.0 0.76 -0.18 

price bundling 2.9 0.8 0.21 -0.05 

customer value 3.2 0.9 -0.09 -0.35 

cost plus pricing 4.1 0.7 -0.85 1.23 

break even pricing 3.6 1.0 -0.94 0.68 

price signaling 3.9 1.1 -0.9 0.42 

image premium pricing 3.4 0.9 -0.88 0.46 

flexible pricing 3.0 1.2 -0.35 -0.85 

prom orion pricing 2.6 1.0 0.3 -0.06 

perceived val.ueJ>ricjng 2.6 1.0 0.14 -0.4 

I internet pricing 2.0 1.0 0.97 0.54 

product line pricing 2.7 1.0 0.29 -0.72 

1 optional feature pricing 2.4 0.8 0.64 -0.27 

two part pricing 2.2 0.8 0.56 0.98 

L_Psychologkal pricing 2.0 1.0 0.95 0.46 
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Appendix D Analysis of variance for pricino stratepies 
b b 

Sum of , Mean I Squares (SS) d.f. I Square rMSj F Sig. 

price skimming Between Groups 3.2 

10~ I 
1.1 2.067 0.109 

Within Groups 54.4 0.5 

Total 57.7 108 

penetration pricing Between Groups 4.7 3 ' 1.6 1.811 0.150 

I 
Within Groups 91.1 105 0.9 

Total 95.8 108 

experience curve 
pricing Between Groups 9.0 3 3.0 3.086 0.030 

Within Groups 102.2 105 1.0 

Total 111.2 108 

leader pricing Between Groups 6.6 3 2.2 2.506 0.063 

Within Groups 91.6 105 0.9 

Total 98.1 108 

parity pricing Between Groups 2.6 3 0.9 0.905 0.441 1 

t 
Within Groups 102.3 105 1.0 

Total 104.9 108 

low price supplier Between Groups 6.1 3 2.0 2.152 0.098 

I Within Groups 99.9 105 1.0 

Total 106.0 108 

I price bundling Between Groups 1.2 3 0.4 0.592 0.621 

I 
Within Groups 73.4 105 0.7 

Total 74.7 108 

I customer value Between Groups 1.1 3 0.4 0.404 0.750 

I 
Within Groups 93.1 105 0.9 

Total 94.1 108 

cost plus pricing Between Groups 0.2 3 0.1 0.125 0.945 

Within Groups 58.0 105 0.6 

Total 58.3 108 

break even pricing Between Groups 2.9 3 1.0 0.998 0.397 

Within Groups 102.1 105 1.0 I 
Total 105.0 108 

price signaling Between Groups 1.0 3 0.3 0.290 0.832 

I Within Groups 123.9 105 1.2 

Total 124.9 108 

I image prem1um 
pricing Between Groups 10.1 3 3.4 4.170 0.008 

With in Groups 84.9 105 0.8 

Total 95.0 108 

fle>...ible pricing Between Groups 13.4 3 4.5 , 3.371 1 0.021 

l Within Groups 139.5 105 1 1.3 
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Total I 152.9 I 1081 

promotion pricing Between Groups I o.2 1 3' 0.1 0.060 0.980 

Within Groups 102.21 105 1 1.0 

Total 102.4 108 

I pe:c:ei\•ed value 
I 

pncmg Between Groups 5.6 3 1.9 I 1.813 0.149 

Within Groups 107.8 104 1.0 

l 
Total 113.4 107 

I internet pricing Between Groups 2.0 3 0.7 0.675 0.569 I 

I Witllln Groups 101.9 104 1.0 

I Total 103.9 107 

product line pricing Between Groups 1.1 3 0.4 0.320 0.811 

Within Groups 115.9 105 1.1 

Total 117.0 108 

I op.ri?nal feature 
Between Groups 0.9 3 0.3 0.409 0.7471 pncmg 
Within Groups 75.4 105 0.7 

Total 76.2 108 

two part pricing Between Groups 2.4 3 0.8 1.372 0.256 

Within Groups 61.3 105 0.6 

Total 63.7 108 

psychological 

1 

pricing Between Groups 2.7 3 0.9 0.919 0.434 

Within Groups 103.1 105 1.0 

Total 105.9 108 
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Appendix E: Correlation coefficients with net profits 

N= 109 1 Net profit pm 

~ce skimm;ng Pearson Correlation -0.15 

Sig. (:!-tailed) 0.13 

penetration pricing Pearson Correlation -0.11 I 
Sig. (2-tatled) 0.25 : 

experience curve pricing · Pearson Correlation -0.23* 

Sig. (2-railed) 0.02 1 

leader pricing 1 Pearson Correlation -0.05 

Sig. (2-tailed)-- 0 <;9 1 

pari!) pricing Pearson Correlation 0031 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.76 

low price supplier Pearson Correlation -0.13 

1 Sig. (2-tailed) 0.18 
' 

~rice bundling Pearson Correlation o~l 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.33 

customer value I Pearson Correlation 0.25*'"~ 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.01 

' cost plus pricing Pearson Correlation 0.14 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.15 

I break even pricing Pearson Correlation 0.11 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.24 

price signalling 
I 

Pearson Correlation 0.28 .. 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 

l image premium pricing Pearson Correlation 0.39 .. 

I Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 

I flex.ible pricing 1 Pearson Correlation 0.15 

I I Sig. (2-tailed) 0.1 I 

promotion pricing 1 Pearson Correlation 0.15 

I Sig. (2-tailed) 0.12 

0.26·· 1 perceived value pricing Pearson Correlation 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.01 

I internet pricing I Pearson Correlation - 0.03 I 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.79 

I product line pricing 1 Pearson Correlation 0.1~ 

Sig. (2-tailedJ 0.23 
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optional feature pricing 

two pan pricing 

I Pearson Correlation 

Sig. (1-tailed) 

Pearson Correlation 

S ig. (2 -tailed) 

Pearson Correlation 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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0.41 
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APPE::'\rDIX F: PO T HOC TEST 

Turke) HSD \.1ultiple Compansons 

Experience Curve pricing 

(I) (J) 

classification classification 

experience curve pricing 

budget class one star 

2-3 star 

4 star & above 

one star budget class 

2-3 star 

4 star & above 

2- 3 star budget class 

one star 

I 4 star & above 

4 star & above budget class 

one star 

2-3 star 

Post Hoc Tests 

Turkey HSD Multiple Comparisons 

Image premium pricing 

I (I) I 
classification (J) classification 

budget class one star 

2-3 star 

4 star & above 

one star budget class 

· 2-3 star 

4 star & above 

2-3 star budget class 

one star 

4 star & above 

4 star & above budget class 

one star 

2-3 star 

Mean I 
Difference 

(1-J) Std. Error 

0.39 0.24 

0.52 0.27 

0.84 0.33 

-0.39 0.24 

0.14 0.30 

0.45 0.36 

-0.52 0.27 

-0.14 0.30 

0.31 0.38 

-0.84 0.33 

-0.45 0.36 

-0.31 0.38 

M ean 
Difference Std. 
(1-J) Error Sig. 

-0.38 0.22 

-0.54 0.24 

-0.91 0.30 

0.38 0.22 

-0.16 0.28 

-0.53 0.33 

0.54 0.24 

0.16 0.28 

-0.37 0.34 

0.91 0.30 

0.53 0.33 

0.37 0.34 

50 

195% 
Confidence 

Sig. Interval 

I Lower Upper 

Bound Bound 

0.37 -0.241 ~ 0.21 -0.181 1.22 

0.06 -0.01 1.69 

0.37 -1.01 0.24 

0.97 -0.66 0.93 

0.59 -0.48 I 1.38 

0.21 -1.22 0.18 

0.97 -0.93 0.66 

0.84 -0.67 1.30 

0.06 -1.69 0.01 

0.59 -1.38 0.48 

0.84 -1.3o I 0.67 

95% 
Confidence 
Interval 

Upper 

Lower Bound Bound 

0.31 -0.94 0.19 

0.13 -1.18 0.10 

0.01 -1.68 -0.13 

0.31 -0.19 . 0.94 

0.94 -0.89 0.56 

0.37 -1.38 0.32 

0.13 -0.10 1.18 

0.94 -0.56 J 0.89 

0.71 -1.27 0.53 

0.01 0.131 1.68 

0.37 -0.32 1.38 

0.71 -0.53 1.27 



flexible pricing 
T Mean 95% 

(I) Difference Std. Confidence 
classification (J) classification (1-J) Error Sig. Interval 

I I I I I 
Upper 

Lower Bound Bound 

budget class one star I -0.05 0.28 1 1.001 -0.78 0.67 

I 2 - 3 star -0.75 o.31 I 0.08 -1 .57 0.06 
I 4 star & above I -0.89 0.38 0.10 -1.88 0.10 1 

one star budget class 0.05 0.28 I 1.00 -0.67 0.78: 

2 -3 star -0.70 0.36. 0.21 -1.63 I 0.23 

4 star & above -0.84 0.42 0.19 -1 .93 0.25 

2- 3 star budget class 0.75 0.31 0.08 -0.06 1.57 - -----
one star 0.70 0.36 0.21 -0.23 1.63 

4 star & above -0.14 0.44 0.99 -1.29 1.02 

1 4 star & above budget class 0.89 0.38 0.10 -0.10 1.88 

i one star 0.84 0.42 0.19 -0.25 1.93 

2-3 star 0.14 0.44 0.99 -1.02 1.29 
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APPE'\DIX G: QUE TIO,'iAIRE 
~--------------------Respondents 'I\. arne I Date of in ten iC\\ 

--------------------------~---Telephone Hotel "\arne 

E- mai I address Town 

We will be grateful if you spare a fe\l. minutes to complete this questionnaire on pricing decisions 
in your outlet to help us understand the underlying pricing strategies and how they impact on your 
profitability. This will be beneficial to you and to the entertainment industry in identifying and 
sharing the best practices that yield most attractive results. 
We are promising absolute confidentiality to your contribution and the sharing of the research 
4results with you once they are read). Your details will be helpful in sharing some token of 
appreciation. 

Part A: Bac~around information of the company. 
Please tick the appropriate answers on the selected choices. 
Vla)- Number of years in hotel business. 

(1 )-Less than one year [ ] (2) - One year to four years [ ] 
(3)- Five years to nine years [ ] (4)- Fifteen years to nineteen years [ ] 
(5)- Twenty years and over [ ] 

Vlb)- Hotel classification. 
(1)- Budget c lass [ ] (2)- One star [ ](3)- Two to Three star [ ] ( 4)- Four star & above 

(5)- Others (please specify)---------

Vlc)- Number of employees in your finn 
(1)- 1- 10 employees [ ] 
(2)- 1 1- 20 employees [ ] 
(3)- 21 -50 employees [ ] 
( 4)- 50- 100 employees [ ] 
(5)- ~ 101 employees [ ] 

Vld)- Please show by ticking appropriately the PRODUCT categories offered by your firm. 
You may tick more than one as necessary. 

(1)- Beer [ ] (2)- Wines and spirits [ ] 
(3)- Bottled water [ ] (4)- Carbonated soft drinks [ ] 
(5)- Juices [ ] (6)- Cocktails [ ] 
(7)- Cigarettes [ ] (8) - Food ( J 
(9)- Energy drinks [ ] (9)- Others (please specify) __ 

Vle) Please show by ticking appropriately the SERVICE categories offered by your finn . 
You may tick more thao one as necessary. 

( 1)- Accommodation [ ] (2) - Car Wash [ J 
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(3} C.~ber [ ] (4)- Conference facilities [ ] 
(5} Banquets [ ] (6)- Games [ ] 
(7)- Recreation & beauty [ ] (8) - Banking [ ] 
(9)- Others (please specify) 

Vlf}- Please tick~ here appropriate the person wbo sets prices io your firm. 
( 1 )- Proprietors f share holders [ ] (2) - Directors [ ] 

(3)- Top functional beads [ ] (4)- Middle level Management. [ ] 
(5)- Others (please speci~ ). __________ _ 

Vlg)- Please rate by ticking where appropriate your firm's average net profit per month in 
Kenya Shillings. 

(1 )- Ksb 1 to 50,000 pm 

(3)- Ksh 101,000 to 500,000 pm 

(5)- Ksh 1m to 5 million 
(7)- Ksh 11m to SO m 

[ ] (2)- Ksb 51,000 to I 00.000 pm 

[ ] ( 4)- Ksh 501,000 to 1 million 

[ ] (6)- Ksh S.lm to 10m 

[ ] (7)- Ksh 51 m to 1OOm 
(8)- Other (Please specify). _____ _ 

[ ] 

[ ] 

Vlh)- Please rate by ticking where appropriate your firm's average Sales revenue per 
month in Kenya SbiUings. 

(1)- K.sh 1 to 50,000 pm 

(3)- Ksh 101,000 to 500.000 pm 
(5)- Ksh lm to 5 million 
(7}Ksh l1mto50m 

] (2} Ksh S 1.000 to I 00,000 pm 

[ ] (4)- Ksh 501,000 to l million 

[ ] ( 6)- Ksh 5. 1m to 1Om 
[ ] (7)- Ksh 51m to lOOm 

(8)- Other (Please specif) ) _____ _ 

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

[ J 

Vli)- Please rate by ticking where appropriate the estimate asset base for your hotel's. 
(1)-Ksb 1 to SOm [ ] (2)-K.sh 51 to lOOm [ ] 
(3)- Ksh 101m to SOOm [ ] (4)- Ksb 50 1m to 1 b [ ) 
(5)-KshlbtoSb [] (6)-Ksh 5.1btol0b [] 
(7)- Ksb 1 1 b to 50 b [ ] (7)- Ksh 51 b to 1 OOb [ ] 
(8)- Other (Please specifY). _____ _ 

Vlj)- Which of these best describes your designation? Please tick one. 
1 Director [ ) 2 Manager [ ] 3 Supervisor [ ] 4 proprietor [ ] 

5. Other. specify ................. . 

Vl k) On a 5 point scale where 1 represents not involved at all and 5 represents strong!} involved, 

what's the level of your involvement in the pricing decision in your finn? Please tick the 

appropriate answer 
1. Not involved at all [ ] 2. Not involved [ ] 3 slightly involved [ ] 4 Involved in several 

stages [ ] 5 strongly involved in all stages [ ] 
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Part B: P ricing Strategies 

You are presented v. ith a I ist of pricing strategies used by the hotel iodust:r) in Kenya. On a 5 
point scale where 1 represents to no extent and 5 represents to vel") large ex1enL please indicate 
b} ticking v.here appropriate, the extent to v. hich your firm uses the following pricing strategies. 
Example Jfe use recommended pricing strategy to a s11wll extent {2). 

ji-To no extent 2- A small extent 3- Moderate extem 4- large eXtent 5- Very large ex1ent 

' Pricing Description of strategy 1- 2- 3- 4- 5-

strategy 
1-Price We set the initial price for ne" products or services high and 
skim.m.ino then systematically reduce it overtime. Customers e>..'J>eCt prices 

j strategy"' to evemually fall. 

I 2-Penetration We set the initial price low to accelerate product adoption. 
I pricing 
1 3-Experience We set the price low to build volume and reduce costs through 
I curve Pricing accumulated experience. 

, 4-~ader We mark down the price of a popu1ar brand to attract customers 
pncmg and build traffic. 

5-Parity pricing We match the price set by the overall market or leading 
competitors. 

6-Low-price We always strive to have the lowest price on the market 
supplier 

7-Price We offer this product as part of a bundle of several products, 

bundling usually at a total price that is lower than the sum of individual 
prices e.g.full board, bed & breakfast or x beers & a platter. 

8-Customer We price one version of our product at very competitive levels, 

value pricing offering fewer features than are available on other versions. E.g. 
different buffet types with different prices or different room 
types at different prices. 

9-Cost-plus We establish the price of the product at a point that gives us a 

pricing specified percentage profit margin or mark-up over our cost 

10-Break-even We establish the price of the product at a point that will allow us 

pricing to recover the basic costs of developing the product. 

I 1-Price We use price to signal the quality of our product to customers. 

signaling 

12- We price our products and services at a premium, offering more 1- 2- 3- 4- 5-

Image/Premium features than are available in other outlets. 

pricing 

13-Fiexible- We periodically or randomly Charge d ifferent prices to different 

Pricing customers or different seasons for the same product or service 

and quantity. 

14-Promotion We set our price on periodic promotional offers to stimulate 

pricing increased purchase. 
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15-Perceived 1 We price this product based on our cuStomers' perceptions of 
value pricing the product·s or service's value. 

16-lotemet We price this product or service different!) on our Internet 

I pricing website from the pnce we charge through our sale~ outlets I I~ -Product We price products or services at different price points to 

I Line-Pricing different product lines depending on their quality. 
18-0ptional : We provide optional offers at high prices along with main 
feature pricing I products which are priced low to pull crowds e.g. cost~\' rooms 

and low priced beers or meals. 
19-Two part We offer basic items at a fixed fee and a variable charge for 
pricing extras e.g. all inclusive accommodation services. 
20- We set artificial List prices but offer savings prices to influence 
psychological customers emotionally e.g. was sh50 now sh30. 
pricing 

Other,( Pls 

specify) 

Part C: Relationship between pricing strategies and profitability 
V3) You are presented with pricing strategies and four aspects of profitability for hotels in Kenya. 

On a 3 point scale where 1 represents low, 2 represents moderate and 3 represents high, please 

rate by indicating the respective level of contribution of each pricing strategy to achieving the 

given profitability goals in your firm. 

1- Contribution to achievement of maximum gross profit. 

2- Contribution to achievement of target return on investment. 

3- Contribution to achievement ofliquidity and cash flow. 

4- Contribution to generation ofhigh sales revenue and long-term pr·ofitability. 

1-Low 12-Moderate 1 3-High 

I Pricing strategy Description of strategy 

1-Price skimming We set the initial price for new products or services high and 
then systematically reduce it overtime. Customers expect 

prices to eventually fall. 

2-Peoetration pricing We set the initial price low to accelerate product adoption. 

3-Experience curve We set the price low to build volume and reduce costs through 

Pricing accumulated experience. 

4-Leader pricing We mark down the price of a popular brand to attract 

customers and build traffic. 

5-Parity pricing We match the price set by tbe overall market or leading 

competitors. 

6-Low-price We always strive to have the lowest price on the market. 

1 supplier 
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7-Price bundling ' We offer this product as pan of a bundle of several products. 

1 

usually at a total price that is lower than the sum of indi\ idual 
prices e.g. full board, bed & breakfast or x beers & a planer. 

&-Customer value We price one version of our product at vel} competitive levels. 
pricing offering fewer features than are available on other versions. 

9-Cost-plus pricing We establish the price of the product at a pomt that gives us a 

specified percentage profit margin or mark-up over our cost 

1 0-Break-eveu We establish the price of the product at a point that will allow 
pricing us to recover the basic costs of developing the product. 

11-Price signaling We use price to signal the quality of our product to customers. 

I 2-Image/Premium We price our products and services at a premium, offering 

pricing more features than are available in other outlets. 

13 -Flexible-Pricing We periodically or randomly Charge different prices to 

(Dynamic pricing different customers or different seasons for the same product or 

service and quantity. 

14-Promotion We set our price on periodic promotional offers to stimulate 

pricing increased purchase. 

IS-Perceived value We price this product based on our customers' perceptions of 

pricing the product's or service's value. 

16-lntemet pricing We price this product or service differently on our Internet 
website from the price we charge through our sales outlets 

I 7-Product Line- We price products or services at different price points to 

Pricing different product lines depending on their quality. 

18-0ptional feature We provide optional offers at high prices along with main 

pricing products which are priced low to pull crowds e.g. costly rooms 

and low priced beers or meals. 

19-Twopart We offer basic items at a fixed fee and a variable charge for 

pricing extras e.g. all inclusive accommodation services. 

20- psychological We set artificial list prices bur offer savings prices to influence 

pricing customers emotionally e.g. was sh50 now sh30. 

Other,( Pls specify) 

Signed by customer. ............................ Date .................................. End of 

Survey. 
"Thank you for your time and cooperation. We appreciate your participation in this 

survey 
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APPE'\'DIX H: HOTELS I\: SIX CTTIFS 

KIS .MU HOTELS 63 St Ann Guesl HOUK & IS. Paresta Hotel 
Conference Centre 16. BatJ:m Gnmd Hotel 

64 Denver Guest House 1~. Tent VIlla !. M1limanl, Kmnnu 65. Ar.eb Guest Hou>e 1&. Kandara Gardens House A.-nbala Complex 66 Gr<>O\C Hut Apartmen~ 19. Red Coun Hotel 3 K.ls1an Lodge o7. Asstsi-Pro' tncJalaLt 20. V. esl\\ood Hotel .i Buddie$ Bar 6S Kaba.q Guest House 21. Afnoue ParadiS Hotel . Part.-..~ H01el &. Apamnents 69 . \'era Inn Chnstian Guest u Ehoi!IO' ( onfercnce Centre 6 Lakeside Guest House House 23 Nyen Star Hotel i. Forest Gardens Re-;on 70. Pm>;, Guest Hoose 24. \'alia Guo: Bouse 8. .A.irpon Vicv. Reson 71. BuOgi Guesthouse 25. !-<) ol;aba Gardens 9. "-esta Club 72. Agenda Guest House 26. Ne" Silent ltotel 10 Crescent Hotel 73. Chacalica Guc>t Home 27. Bauun Guest House 11 ~!Selaca Restaurant 74. Mamboleo Resolt 28. CIW.a Meat Centre 12. Waoderline Guesthouse 15. Hotel Shalom 29. Banana Lcafllotel 13. Homeground Bar And 76. Masha-Allah Guest House 30. S.T Pub Boarding And RC$1311falll 71. Mohammed's Super Lodge Looging 14. Tol.:yo Lodge 78 The Duke Of Breeze H01el 31. Cave Lodgang 15 Royal Cal) Hotel 79. Canon Jacob Ombara Guest 32. Maru Court 
16 Paban's Paradise House 33. I bas Hotel 
I" ()tv.'ak. Bar And Restaurant 80. Hadassah Guest House 34 Green Halh Hotel 18 SI!Dba Bar & Restaurant 81. SIZZler Hotel 35. Grand Bauan Hotel 19 Museum Vie~ Hotel 82. Stadvacv. Guest Ho~e 

20 Hotel Travel Inn 83. Ong'ong'a Motel 
MOMBASA 21 Geoe-.·a Christian Gueslhouse S4. Hotel Elyoo 

22. Macedonia Resort And Club 85. Mountain Vie\\ Resort 
23. Riversand Hotel 86. Roclo. Resort I. Bakarani. Mombasa 24 Dewchurch Country Lodge & 87 Bea~ 's Hotel 2. Rama'sHuts Hotel 88. London Guesthouse And Guest 3. Galu Inn 25. Jumwa Resort Home 4 Sunset Paradise Apartments 26. L.akebreeze Hotel 89. The Vic Hotel Ud 5. Drurna Guest H~ 27 P1amlands Hotel 9(). Comfort Guest Home And 6. Tausi Villas 28. K is urn u !..akers Inn Hohday Apartments 7. llo.o Kenya 29. Action Place Hotel 91. Classic Guest House 8. kaloleni Guest H~ 30. Lakewood Hotel 92 Deacons Gue~t House 9. Petuscba Garden Lodge 31 Kiboko Bay Resort 93 Joventure GueSt House And 10. Kibokoni Hotel MahndJ 32. Joy Guesthouse (Dunga) Hotel II. Brarn Shades Guest House 33. Phaldomar Guesthouse 94 Le-SaYanna CounT!) Lodge 12. Breezes Hotel 34. note! Marina And Gounnet 95. Korando Pub & Lodge, 13. NdotO Apartments Restaurant Otonglo. 14. Clarina Apartments 35. Tne Greai. Lakes Hotel Ltd 96. Bearut Bar & Restaurant 15. Happmcss Real La.mated 36. HOle! Mamba 97. Midway Hotel 16. Panaroma Hotel 37. Hotel Suedoy 98. Hillside Villa 17. Aberdare Safari Hotel • 38. Kalarmndi Inn 09. Imperial Hotel Shamba Halls 39 Ma!!hne Guest House 100. Museum Vie\\ Hotel 18. Uplands Guest Hou..~e 40. Ma~me Guesthouse 1 () l. Excellent Magere Guest House 19. llenda Vino Guest House 41. Kisumu Sunset Hotel I 02. Miltmani Reson -Kisu.mu 20. Precious Apartment/Guest 4:2. Triple Trojan Hotel K.isumu 103. Soopcr Guest House House 43. Beograda Hotel & Restaurant 104. M1limani Guest Hou..c;e 21. Kiembeni Super Guest House 44. Migosi Blue Castle Guest 

22. 2010-Loc:lge House 
NYERI 23. Mario's Appartments . .o.nd 45. Kori~ Guest Home Restaurant 46. Hotel Palmers 

24. Eden Parlour Restaurant Nyal1 47. J uJje Guesthouse 
I. Nycri's Must Stop Desttnatioo 25 Nyali Beach Holida) Resort 48 Kisumu Fwrusbed Apartments 2. Mountain Palace Hotel 26. Lilconi Accomodauons , 49 Mlimani Resort Lodge 3. NaJOS Villa BomasSunes 50. Le Savannah Lodge 4. Kamondo Rental Houses 27. Senrido Neptune Paradise 51 Co%) Guest Garden 5. Aberdare Safan Hotel - 28. Masam Guest House Lld ~') Brilliant Bar Outs pan 29. Pwani Holt day Homes, Inc. ·*· 

53 Raj Palace Motel &indian 6. Aberdare Safari Hotel • 30. Mwanamgeni Ali SpiC) Food Restaurant Treetops 31. Kent \<ilia 54 T'"''l!!l!House 7 Michuki WadsaHous 32. Mkongo Tours &. Safari 55. ~ightrose Guest.house lnvestmeots 33. Glory Inn 56. 1\tacedona Resort Club 8. Metropole Bar And Re-;ruranr 34. Milele Beach Hotel 5~ Highlanes Hotel 9. Counrlnn 35. Bandan Hotel 58. Athens Villa Guesthouse 10. Club Stesco 36. Panora Gardens Hotel 59 King George Apartments II. Mweiga Mugumo-Im Inn 37. Greeovae\\i Accomodarion 60. HOtel Mili.mam Resort 12. Nanyuki Green Estate 38 Cool Breeze Hotel Ud 61 Mariposa Restaurant 11 Mpeta Guest House 39. Welcome Inn Ltd & Kenya 62 Clarence Guest House 14 Afncana Moonlight Horels 
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..10 ~unCoast 101 \'alen.:ra Inn lt12 E~cmng Guest HOI:SC 

.:j Amani Ti"'1 Beach Resort IC~. Indiana Bca::h Hotel 163. Surfsrde Beach Club ,, 
Somas Pub Inoorpo.-atcd 103 Mul:ala Guest HOU$C 164 Papillon Lagoon Reef -

-~. Pride Inn Horel 104. Hotel Dorsc 165. Almanan Diaru Btach l.u.'<UI) - Paris Apartments 105 Ttbra Guest Inn Resort 
~5. GIOI) Holida~ R~on 106 Mombasa Continen!31 R:son 166 Summcrlink Hotel 
4t>. Soma Hotel & 107. Plaza Beacl! 167. Atosbr Guest House 

Acx:ommodations 108. Yomol..e Rcstaur~nt And 168. ~IJiJr Cot:ages .- Ghana Guest .A.ccommodatioo 169 Oancoun Hotel 
~~ Jambo Travel house Safans 109 Thika Guest H:>usc Bar &: 170. \JTand Motel 
.49 Hr£bwa~ Guest Restaurant 1 i I. Sweet Comer Guest H~ 
5L Golden Palace Hotel 110. Summn Guest Hou:>e In. \\ a,onah Bahati Bar ,Re<>taurant 
51. Sar Rock Hotel Ill Mwa-Nya:rSJo Guardran Motel AndGu~t 
5~ Jambo P3111dhe 112. Precrous Joint Guest H~e 173. Dolphtn Vrllas 
53 Aclc Guest House 111 Metnc Inn Guest Ho!be 174 Glor) PILace Hotel 
54 Sands At l':omad Hotel 114 Zion Apanmen~ 115. Roromo Gucsr Hsc 
55. Wmncrs Cafe liS Comfon Hostel 176 Comba Bu~h Cottage~ 
56. Tamarind Village 116. K.Jtu Kidogo Cottages 177. Breeu Bay Apartments s-. AI Hidaya Guest House 117. n Covo Re<>taurant 178. Modem South Guest House 
58. Panorama Gardens Hotel 118. Eden Parlour Re<>taurant 179 Blacl.. & White Guest House 
59. Kalkag Car H'lre 119. Flamboyant Eco Camps 180. Senudo Neptune Paradise 
60. Thuvi Laod Real Estate !20. Leisure Lodge Beach And Golf Vill(lfle 
61. Serene House And Lodges Resort 181 Horel Se.avre\\ 

Aircondilloncd 121. Saga Guest House 182 Tijara Beach 
62. Pridemn Hotel & 122. Ne" Luxur) Guesr House 183 Forget Me Not 

Conferencing 123. As in's HoJiday Inn 184 Sunset Villas 
63. Zagota Hotel And Resort 124. Midvie\1> Hotel 185. Anglican Church Of Kenya 
64 North Breeze Apartments 125. Mavo:eni & Capricho Beach Guest House Mombasa(A.C.K 
65. Dengoz:t Aparttnents Res on Guest House) 
66. Coconut Groove 126. Danrock Guest House 186 Cdc Cottages 
6~. Pnde Inn Hotel Oiani 121. Marahaba Safaris Tours 187 Southern Palms Beach Resort 
68 Sofi's Apartment 128. KinoodoKwetu 188 kenya Bay Beach Hotel Ltd 
69 Pangoni Beach Resort And 129. StThomas Hostel 189 Shanzu Gue~t House 

Spa 130. Mombasa Serena Beach Hotel 190 Alfa_uri V;llas 
71.. Pangoni Beach R~on & Spa &Spa 10! Dram Forest Lodge 
II Pride lnn Hotel & 131 Ne'\\ Palm Tree Hotel 192 Gold<:n Beach Hotel 

Conferc:ncmg 132. Fantas) Resort (Mt\loapal 193 Mawcni And Capncho Beach -., ,_ Step B) Step Miru Shop 133. Glory Guest House Conages 
i3. Village Hut 134. Lorus Hotel 194 Mombasa Continen!31 Reron 
74 Al Nasser Hotel & RestaUillllt 135. Hotel HCI'llles 195. Til..ara Guest Inn 
75. l'iyali SUIUJysrde 136. Likoni Happ) Gardens 196 Surnmrt Guest House 
76. Diplomat Guest House 137. Mombasa Luxwy Apartments 197 Jambo Vlllage 
T. Bububu Guest House 138. Jahazi Hotel & Restaurant 198 WogetHot.el 
78. Tanke Tours & Safaris 139. A C De SoUZ3 & Co (Kilmdmi 199 GateWB} Paradtse Hotel 
79. Mazeras Annex Guest House Bar) 200. Kokrsa Guest House 
80. VillaAJiena 140. Tausi Guesr House 201. Jalo Group Of Hostels 
81. . Tamasba Luxury Villas 141. AJiiance Africana Sea Lodge 202. Oarajani Hotel 
82. Denta Estate Agents 142. National Council Of Cnurcbes 203. Oiani Palm Horel 
83. Pemba Channel Fishing Kenya Jumuia Conference 204. Seleni AparunentS 

Club.Shimoni And Beach Resort 205. Amani House 
S-4. Suhufi Palace Hotel 143. Mombasa Beach Apartments 206. Cool Breeze Holel 
85. Ramis Beacl! Cottages 144. Glory Hotel 207 Comfort Kafoca Hotel 
86. Jon de Apartments 145. Ceaser Palace Apartmems 208. Vindigo Cotages 
87. Animo Resort 146. Excellent Hotel 209. Diam Corttages Beach & 
88. Sen1rim Hotel & 147. Dancourt Hotels Safans 

Lodges(Castile Royal Hotel 148. Southern Palms Beach Resort 210. Simba Apartments 
Msa) 149. Ga.lu Sea Lodge 211 Simba Village 

89 T amain i Guesr House 150. Pinewood Village Beabh 212. Nyalr Academ} 
90. :t-.lghtmgale Apartments Hotel Resort 213. Malai~a Hohda} \'rllas 
91 Buxton, Mombasa I 5 I. Sands At Nomads Hotel 214 Spice Of The Coast 
92. RanboHotel 152. Bambun Beach Reson 215. Otanr Beach 
93. Na1ron Boarding House I 53. Saca Guest House 216. Li~t.ZO-Lodgc Dianr Beach 
94. PaolaSafan 154. North Coast Bea.ch Hotel 217 Voyager Beach Resort 
95. St M31') Girls Hostel ISS. Ocean Sports Resort Mombasa 
96. Par-adise Apartments 156. Dannex Hill Guest House 218. Sunset Villa & Gueslhouses 
o- Good News Church Afnu 157 Mab.."Wetu Resoru 219 Dr ant Reef Beach Resort & . I. 

98 Marathon Lodge I 58. Royal Palace Hotel Spa 
99. Service Fumrshcd Apartrnen:s- 159. Berachah Hotel 220. Bahari Oho\\ Beacll Villas 

Kongowea 160. Savannah Cottages 221. TaJ Rivrera House 
100. Bamburi Guesl House 161. TanzaniteResthouse 
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......... lbe Sands At Chale Island ~. Jnwumbe Horel 355 Sand Island Beacll Comges 
Resort ~90. Ngaruoni v. anandu Hotcl 35b Kolunoor Sune H01el 

:23 Shamhani Cottages 2QJ. Peluma Hom-e 357. M~1eHouse 
224 Ind1an Ocean Beach Club 292. Stadium Holi~ Inn 358 Chelsea Ranch Ap:mments 
:~~ Su.nnse Conages 293. Coast Safan Hoiei 359 Excuii\C Bungalo~ 
226 Asha Cottages Ltd 294. Lnndmarl.. Guesthouse 360. Dzaru South Breezed ., ...... Mango Rosys Apartments ~95. Bcyc•nd Equator Holiday$ 361 0101) Hotel - '· 
:1~ 1\:er.yaways Hotel And Klle 296 Minalove Hotel 362 01shungo Apa.rtme:n!S 

\~Ilage 297. Bam bun Beacllllomes 363. Pll 1'1.\aJ! Admnsvdle Beach 
2.,">Q \\ atc:r Lovers Beach Resort 298. Ncema Apanmenl'> Sones 
230. Stilts B3Ckpaka's D1ani Beach 299. Ocean Crown Hotel 3t>4 S1ngh Restaurant 
:!31 Galu Sea Lodge 300. Ramadhan Guest House 365. Hotel Sapphm: Lid 
232. Aamboyant House 301. Red Bnck Hotel 366. Surer Ezghteen Hotel 
:33 Beach Cottages In Kenya 302. Hotel Radzance 367 Piau Guest House 
:34. Almanara Resort 303. Holida' Homes Ken'a J68. ShanfGuest House 
~s Dian• BeacbaletS 304. Mtv.apa Creek v.n~ 369. Arusha Guest House 
:36. Baobab Beach Resort 305. Da-.ehz Inn 370. Quale Hotel And Guest llou.>e 
2.;1 Sable Valley Treebouscs 306. Bahnho\'U Rest Kengelem 371. AI Amin Guest House 
238. Galu Beach Retreat 307. HiltOn HOStel 3 72. C08Sl Pride Hotel 
239. Villa Barizi 308. Glol) Guest House 373. Ne" Daba Cny Guest House 
240. Forest Dream Cottages 309 New Peoples Hotel 374. Sal1us Lodge 
241. Mombasa Club 310. Alym1ra Hohda~ Inn 375. Coast New Add1s Hotel & 
242. Califonia Lodge 311 Sea Vi~ Guest House Lodging 
243 Sevarin 312. Bareco Guest House 376. Tana Rest House 
244 Ogahs K-Coast Hotel 313. D1mples Guest House 3 i7. Josleejim Hotel 
:!45. Muhmge Mwamusa 314. Comfon Inn 
246. Hotel Rumbe 315. Dan•cha Apan:men~ And llotel 

NAKURU :!47 Kamanj•ra Arcade 316 Danp~ Hotel And 
~~8 S\\eed Lodges Hotel Apartments 
249. Fanta.S) Hide Out Lodge 317. Chan•aGuestHouse I. Langa Langa. Nakuru 
250 Amakon GueSt House 318. Mag~sa GueSt House 2 . Enterprise Hotel Ltd 
251 Fantasy Guest House 319. Hq Lodge 3. Bedwins Guest House And 
252. Villa Mangrove View 320. Babari Beach Hotel Cafe 
253 H1dc Out Guest House 321 Mombasa Beach Apartments 4 Hotel Geneveive 
~S4 Horel Geogias 322. The Royal Comfort Hotel 5. Sweet Memories Bar And 
~55. Club Rio 323. Solomons Gale Lodgmg 
256. Londoo Gues1 Hou:.c 324. Aln•sh De' clopmcnts 6. Rufason Serv•ced Apartments 
257. 'I'Oew ljara Guest Hoose 325 Nyal i International Beach 7 Abbe~ Rc.-son 
~58 Alpha Apartments Hotel 8 Motel Magnoha 
259 Uz.ier Apartments 326. Mamba Apartments 9 Good Times Hostel 
260. Merry Villa Flats 327. Bustani Excutive Bedrooms 10. Nai.."Uru K1ti Guest House 
261 Luck ApartmentS 328. Kigothos Hotel And II. The Hotel Cathay 
262 Egl Estate Gale Lodge Apartments 12. Trop•cal Lodge 
:!63. Hihiskus Lodge 329 JackJora Aparunents 13 Kunste Open Gardens 
264. Comer Stone Home 330. Kabama Hotel 14 Marna David Rentals 

Enterprises 331. Glory HoJJ(!ay Reson 15. Dakal..a Lodge 
265 "'lyali West Guest House 332. Papillon Garden Villa 16. l lfanisi Resons 
266. Jahazi Marine 333. Aloha Beach Bar & Club 17 Cranes Hotel 
267. Glory Villas 334. Travellers Beach Hotel 18. V1enna Hotel Ltd 
268 NyaliCbalets 335. Bamburi Beach Hotel [Q Kabarak Umversny GueSt 
269. Rick Seaside Villas 336. Severin Sea Lodge House 
270. Lagos Guest House 337 Senudo Neptune Beach Resort 20. Marlm Guest Resort 
271. Ibsa Hotel 338. Dancoort Hotel 21 Blue Ba~ Hotel 
--~ :>\)ali Parks ide Reson 339 Barnburi Sea.from ChaletS 22. The Hotel Jamka 
_,_ 
::i3. Container Holiday Inn 340. Wildlife Club Of Kenya 23. Euro Guest House 
274 . Mei Place 341 SeaBrea..e 24 Merica Hotel 
275. Jambolulu Guest House 342 Millbrook Hotel 25. Greenv1ew Pub And 
:76 Leisure Lodee Resort 343. Kenda Ocean Vie\\ Hotel & AccomodatJon 
:~7. Sunset Guest Hou~e Apartments 26. Rwalhia Pub And Lodging 
278. Dian• Classic Guest House 344. Thuviland 27. Eldorado Resons 
279 Hanas Hoose 345. Kwnson Villa&: Cottages 28. Noram Paradise: Hostel 
280. ~flkmdani Sunset Lodge 346. KaskBZl Beach Hotel 29. Graceland Hotel 
281 Stndges Guest House 347. Diani Paradise Villas 30. Roval Guest House 
:8~. Jamaica Guest House 348. Nzckey Guest House 31. Glane Hotel Enterprises 
~3. Lotus Hotel 349. Mahndi Apartments "I 

.)-. Choma Zone Restaurant 
284. AC.K Guest House 350. .IO) Guest House 33. ]';almru VHiage Park Hotel 
285. Blue Marlin 351. Destiny Inn 34. 'N itas Lodge 
286. Leonotis Guest House 352 Hotel Basilea 35. Peacock Guest House 
21)"' IJlll'll Lodge 353 Jungle Dream Villas 36. Oasis Eco Cmnp 
28f. . Metnx Annex Hotel 354 Coral Beach Conagcs 37. Joyann Guest House 
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3S \!unu's Guest House 26 N) atoro Guest House &5 KU.vyu Guest House 30 ~akuru Comfon Motel 27. l..odgm~ Sen •~s 86 Vte\\ Jomt Ouest House 
~:I Jwnwa Guest House 28. umque Cafe And Hotels ~7. Sa!amJ Hotel (l.uthuli) 
~I Kcnlands Relax Inn 29 Ke" Kinangop Resta.:ll'ant 88 GUC$t House Km 
~~. ~ct Hotel Limned ( 30. Black And \\'bite Hotel 89. $k)'blue Garden 

~ti:uru) 31. Rudys Guest House &. Club 90. Bihhca Guest 
'" KJ\.'11 Retreat H~ 91 Roogat Shopptng Compl:x ~~ 

.14 Maombi Lathes Hostel ~"' Gloria Pub & RCS'.aurant BUSiness Park .>-. 

.!5 Safe Lodge 33 . The Smtth Hotel 92 Southside Lodge 

.$0 i-Wmol!) Guest Ho~ 34 . Ros..~ood Coon 93 Bustant Gnlll.odge 
Ji Hote!J~ka 35. Pill) Management Propenies <4 Royal Steps 
48 '\lii'U Palace Hotel 36. Pa!h"'11' Hotel 05 01 Tuka1 Lodge Ltd 
~Q. H)gJeoic ButCher) Can And 37. Oatoyo' Restaurant And 96 Covenant GuestS !louse 

.'\CCOmodaJ.10n Lodgmg Q7, West Guest House 
50. Bamboo Hut Chma 38. Tulip Guest House 98. Cmpul Guest House 
51. Hotel Royal Spring 39. Leadwa) Hotels 99. Trans I..Ddge Bar 
51 El -Bethel GueSt House 40. Ngara Springs Club &Guest 100. Bushra Ctt) Hotel 
53. Lake Nakuru Flammgo Lodge House 101. Grand Roval Hotel 
54. Ktmotho Hotel 41. Eldorado Guest House 102. Contmental Ouest House 
55. Viena Hotel Ltd 42. Mdawida Homestay 103. Sweet Dreams GueSt House 
56. 1\amume Guest House 43. Jimlizcr Hotel 104. Otant Reef Beach Reson & 
57. Milele Resort 44. Red Hotel Spa 
58. Eliana Village Inn 45. Ka~ar-dlli Guest House 105. Caphill Hotel & MaJ...-ut1 
59. Acl.. lmani Guest Houc;e 46. Twinson Hotel 106. Mukanyt Center Shop& 
60. The Stem Hotel 47. Spotless Lodgings K1lungu Lodge 
61. Lake ~&kuru Lodge 48. Lexx Place 107. The Complex Restaurant 
62 Pekars Lodge Bed And 49. Pinez lii Club & Guest House 108. Damillah House 

Breakfast 50. Pass By Inn 109 MVilla 
63. Sundowncr Lodge 51. Kabiria Road K.imunjo 110. Boggte Vie\\ Inn 
64. Avenue Su1te Hotel Fanirure Ill. Dash Africa Ltd 
65. Hotel Waterbuck -Nal..'llru 52. Cheers Guest House And 112. Booi House Bed & Breakfast 
66. Hotel Kunste Lisboo Club 113. Lorado T radcrs 
6;. Oub Five Hesb1ma Lodge 53. TerT} Guest House Karen 114 Redbnck Hotel 
68. Botto Solar Hotel 54. South \lew Lodge 115. Enashipai Resort & Spa 
69 MuthaJti Guest House 55. Esgnty HOStels Westlands 116. Eriuean Commuml) Asmara 
70. Natvasha Simba Lodge 56. Jarnbo House Bar & Restaurant 
-1. Kilm:to HOtel 57. Kikuyu Mara Acoomodallon Ill ·1 arpo Jnnovauon In 
72. Sarova Lion IIill Game Lodge 58. Kabama Holels Tempo1111'} Shelter 

59. Cool Breeze Gardeos 118. Normad Palace Hotel 

NAIROBI 
60. The Ramada Inn 119. Bypass Inn Pub & 
61. RossminaBed & Breakfast Aceomodauon 
62. MadaHotels 120 Kenya Comfort Hotel 

I. Gossip Beverdar Club 63. Benrose Motel 121. Delta Hotel 
.., 

Royal SJ..'} Hotel 64. Pride Inn Hotel 122. Mountain Rock Lodge (K) Ltd. 

3. Kinangop Village 65. Leopard Rocks Mieo Ltd 123. Mayfield Guest House (Atm) 
4 Karen End Guest House 66. Sabasaba Tourist Lodge. lntemational 

5. Bilton Hotel 67. Brighton Hotel 124. Meho Victory 

6. Angaza Guest House 68. Equator Pub 125. Nairobi Hotel 
7 Gukcmue Guest House 69. Blue Kat Bar I 26. Kianga Guesthouse 
8. Cassanovar Inn-Bar 70. Hooring Bay Resort And 127. Solace Haven 

9. Hannah's Lodge And Hotel Restaurant 128. Chilonya Plaza 
10. DafamHotc:l 71. Furaha Guest House And 129. Headquater lnn 

11. Ole Sereni Hotel Lodge 130. Neprune Shelters 

11. 1\.lubMavada 72. Sunt.on Bar 131. Paris Hotel 
13. Small World Gardens 73. Bellwood Motel 132. The Strand Hotel 
\4 1000 Green Village 74. Maanzoni Lodge 133. Ush1rika Guest House 
15. The Headquarters Inn Hotel 75. Counuyhouse Inn 134. Nyarnavilla 
16. Rangers Pub Karen(Bed&Breakfast) 135. Shelter Hunters 
l" :t\e11. Barcelona Pub 76. Gema Bar And RestallJ'llnt & 136 SL M81)'S Hospital Guest 
18. Wida High~'ll) Motel Boarding/Lodgiog House 
19. Ridge Vi~ Lodge 77. Generous Inn Bar And 137. Maya:. Guest Hou.~ 
10. Buffalo Den Reson Restaurant 138. Greenvtlle Horizons Hotels 
:'1. Fplk Kmdaruma Guest House 78. Godial's Bed & Breal.:fast 139 Karibu Hotel 
~~ Oso1ta Lodge(Ongata Rongai) 79. Park Place Hotel 140. A.fralti Guest House 
:3. Africa Lodges Limited Jungle 80. Karen Embers Guest House 141. Kwa Ton) Guest House 

Bar 81. Homely House 142 N81robi Airpon Stop Over 
:'4 ~odem Green Da) & Night 82. Ole Dume Serviced Hotel And House 

Club Restaurant 143. Chak Guest House & 
~5. New Amar Day And !'tgt 83. Nyangumi Coun Confereo~ Centre 

Club 84. Msafin Guest House 144. Lulus Bar And Restaurant 
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1~5. Guest Room 
1.:6.. M.uu Kenya Leuurc Lodge 
J.!'i G1rden H<'U...e Kenya 
1 ~s H~ Ambassadeur 
I$ Kross Road lrm 
!50. Pnm Rose Rest House 
1~1 Shalom Lane Guest House 
1:: Sileat Guest Hou.>e 
1~3 Sl Jom·s Ladtes Hostel 
154. Kunba Hotels 
155. Hmnan Guest House 
156. Tabb} House 
!5i. TCllllessee Coun 
158. "iaromoru R.i,·er Lodge 
J50 Safaribackpad.;er 
loll ?nde Inn 
161. Toe Sarova Stanley Hotel 
162. Atrways Plua-Penchan Club 

And Guesthouse 
163. Kama Nyumbaru Guest House 
164. Kenya Comfort Hotel 
165. The King Post Hotel 
166. Glory Grand Hotel 
16-. Nawreville Acat:ta 
168. Mosa Guest House 
169. Comfort Gardens Guest House 
170. Milunan.i Backpacl.ers 
n. Hotel Nyakoe 
I 7::!. Aloul Qamar Lodge 
i73. Hotel Downtovm 
i -!. Kenya Safari Guesthouse 
n. Reef Hotels Kenya 
n. ~fbttdlo House 
Iii. Mvuli House Hotel 
171. Blue Hot Club 
179. Red Court Hotel 
186. K.ahama Hotel 
l 81. Baojuka Pub 
182. Manila Bar & Lodge 
i 83. Strol.;c:rs Guest House 
184. J.K.A Garden Resort Club 
J 85. Goshen Gardens 
186. Ibai Villa 
187. Coovent Garden House 
188. Kings Court Hotel 
189. Maryjobn Guest Hou.~e And 

Hostels 
190. Acl. Guest House (Nairobi) 
19L Ambiance Restuarant 
192. Karangi Hotel 
193. Dreamland Inn 
I 94. Harlequin Suites Hotel 
! 95 Jacaranda Hotel 
196. Desai Villa '\gara 
197 Afrtcan Touch Adventures Ltd. 
198 lvfimosa Court 
1 ~. K.i.ne:sfolks Gardens 
200. ~le M .Bar & Rcstauraot 
201 ~ }1ea1Jand Guest House 
202. Boos Bar And Accomodation 
103. ..;lh,a Hotels Ltd 
~().l . ~ad Palace Hotel 
205. L:awala Guest House 
206. Jupiter Guest Resort 
20i. Fanari Gardens llotel 
2::'8. V. <£erioo Annn Club 
~19. :=n Mo:.eLCbogona 
2!0. ~ Unhee Kenya Club 
2i! Mia.-ui not.el 
2!: .'>~ci--a.': Gues: House 

:1.3 Nyaxtke Village Inn And Gurst 
:14. Olive Valle\ Reson 
:!.15 JcgooBiu;HOiel 
:!. 16 S\bllUir Hotel 
217 Bukab1 Investments Ltd 
218 Frsnsae Hotel 
219. Sea"~ Resort 
:::10. Sin!.~ ll Lod2e 
::21. Dubru Hotd-
::!.2:!. The Salute Place 
223. Westpark Royale 
!1~. Muhugu Gardens 
:25. Pango Gowmet Bra.~e 
:!.26. Rami Ia Guestbouse And 

Lodging 
227. lntemaoonal Guest House 
228. Waves V>ing. Guest House 
229. AI Farah Lodge 
230. Mioro Lodge 
231 Kijani Willows 
132 Garden Guesthouse (Thome) 
233. Muthruga Grove Court 
234. R. Gikambura Hotel Co. Lld 
235 Salama Guesthousc 
:!.36 Blueman Bar And Lodging 
237. Mara Lodging And Guest 

House 
238 Vita] Gardens 
239. Sunmng Hills 
::!40 Mwingi ViC\\ Point Lodge 
241 The Courtyard 
242 Al·Mubarak Lodge 
243. Acacia Campsite 
244. Asari Guest House 
245. Gethathuru Gardens 
246 Langar.a Lin!.: - Home From 

Home 
247. Sula Lodging 
248. Progressive Pad Hotel 
249. The Royal Realm Ltd 
250. Ack Guest Hse 
251. Bre:ruwood Inn 
252. Kenya Hotels 
253. Hennessis Hotel 
254. Martinis Ultra Lounge 
255. Terrace Hotel 
256. Spa Resort Bogona 
257 Sarm·a Panafric 
258. Plums Hotel Ltd 
259. Nairobi- Silole Villa 
260. La Piazzetta 
261. Kenya Comineotal Hotel 
262. Harlequin Suites Hotel 
263. Govemers Camp 
264. AfricanaHotel 
265. Heritage Hotels 
266. Westlaods Hotels 
267. Leisurel.odgeResort 
268. M"rraz Bed And Breatlast 
269. Hotel Greton 
::70. Pad. Road Lodge Urn 
2 71. HilltOp Lodge 
272. Block Hotels Ltd 
273. Impala Safari ~ge 
274. Magline Lodging 
275. l...ufiu! Kindergat.."'l 
276. '-...airu! Resor.s OfT'ne World 
277. C:::nre Club 
278. Mennonite Guest House 
279. Primrose Guest House 
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280 MerlmCourt 
281 A I· ' usra Rc:stauram 
m sa:;m HOlds ud 
283. Samad Guest Hse 
2&4 \ lr8J Gar~ 
2SS Nev. N)en Bar&: Hotel 
286 n: Camps And Lodges 
287 M~~&&~\\'ll Guest House 
288 Amazon Accomodation Hote! 
2S9 Acl: Guest House 
290 Heron Coun Hotel 
291. Rest House Inn 
292 Wonder ParadiSe 
293 Hohda) Inn 
2~ Getntrll Court 
205. Pea~h N Rush 
~96. Village \1. aiL; Motel. The 
297. Chem1 Chemt Reson 

Enterpn•c Office 
298. StmJon Lodge 
299. Mtdvtell Ccntralllotel 
300. Kamwara Annex Lodge 
301 Uprumy~ The Club 
302. Gathare Boardmg. & Lodging 
30.3. Furqan Guest House 
30·1. Crreen View Centa 
305. Headquarter Inn 
306. Paulinas llalf-Way House And 

Retreat Centre 
30i. Lonrho Hotels (Kenya) Ltd 
308. Greenline Gues-t House 
.309 Harlequin Villa Apartments 
310. Al·Falllb Guest House 
311 Spnng \ 'alley Court Ltd 
3!2. Fmch Hattons Safan Lodge 
313. Zahra Lodge 
314. Od)"SSC) Hotels Ltd 
315. Relaxed Lodgings 
316. Yasmm Lodge 
317. Kenva Comfon Hotel 
318. Nairob• Forest Lodge 
3.19 Distrid Grand Lodge OfEast 

Africa 
320. Daily Dreams Lodge 
321 Leopard Rock Mico Lodges 
322. Oyster Paradtse 
3::!3. Mili M.tng1 Guesthousc 
324 Collimor Court 
325 Coco Lounge Spnngs Bar 
326. Impala Hmcl 
327. Hotel Accra 
328 Latco Regency Hotel 
329. Ne" Gloria Hostels 
330 E.nvogue Tent Hou.o;e 
331 Cand Lodge 
332 The Saharan Lodge 
333. Windsor Brookes Country 

Villas 
334. Hotel Jaffer.; 
335. Hill Parl Hotci-Jomo 

J.:enyarta !nrl A1rport 
336. Hotel Lamada 
337. Briro~ Gu::sl House:: 
338 M\\elll Bc:d And Breakfast 
339. Kmgara Gardens Ltd 
340. Palacina, The Restdence And 

Sunes 
341. Karen Holt day Homes 
342. A C K Guest House 
343. Nc" Kenya Lodge 
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~ Gracia Gues1 Hsc 
:-:: v.-m Hlgfl""-a) Motel Ltd 
.:-:6.. Green Hdls Hocel 
~- .-\mhtlseh Sopa Lodre 
:-:£ L ~ama Boardmg 6.: Hotels 
:..:c s.-... Lodges Limited 
35\. Sand• on Palace Hmel 
3 51 Z= G11rda! 
:::: Ler<pard Beach Resort And 

Spa 
3~3 The PC E A Guest House 
354~ E'11Dl&) Lodge Kenya 
355. ~ <Ampl~ Inn 
35o. Aquarium Bar & Telagen 

Guest House 
357 Wiidemess Lodg~ l.1mited 
358. Counir) Lodge 
359. Fain;e_. 
360. Laurasam Blue \".Ua 
361. Ola-Ngi Gardens 
362 Fmcb Hatton's Lodge 
363. Bahanru Stage Lodge 
364. HibiScus Guest House. 
365. West Breeze Hotel 
366. Graph1cs Guest Reson 
367. Wida Highwa) Motel 
368. Nibs Guest House 
369 Daves Guest House 
370 Suma Hotel 
371. Safety! inc Lodge 
3i2. Pwani Guest House 
373. GlorJ Hotel N \'ill as 
3R The Kiv1 Milimani Hotel 
315. StxeJght:} Hotel 
376. Utilii Hotel 
37' Gl:roelea Guest House 
378. B1uebut Hotel 
379. Sopa Lodge 
380. Cool Breeze Hotel 
381. Kafico Hotel 
38:: Mac Bones Hotel 
383. DaraJa Guest House Ltd 
384. Panafrie Hotel 
385. The Luke Hotel 
386. Run \ illas 
3S". SUOlOD Cit} Hotel 
388. Yasrnm Lodge 
389. Ne"' Sw'Bilga Lodge 
390. Kirobros Plaza Hotel 
391. Ernbakasi Guest House 
392. New Swanga Ltd Guest House 
393. Ramii8DCC Hotels 
394. Vvesr Side Anne\ Guest House 
395. \.\ agoo Hotel 
396. Seldom Hotel 
1'll 01 Seki Mara Camp 
398. Whrtt Guest House 
3~. Gte}·Heaven 
400. Hanan Guest House 
40 I. Westside V ilia 
! 02 Azee Rcsuiential Hotel 
.:('3 Roasters Inn Ltd 
4().1 Lela Court 
4C5. Robecks Garden House 
406. Excrung Hotel 
.101. Kusyombunguo Guest Hse 
~- A I M Mayfield Guest House 
409 Jacaranda Hotel 
410. Kenga EquatOrial Hotels 
41 1 Osota Lodge 

41::! E'enmg Shade Guest House 
41' M~-uli House Bed&: Breal.:fast 
414 ~ew \ r!S8 Pice Rest.almllll 
415. ~1urera Happ) Bar&: 

RC$!aurant 
416. Htll~ie" G~Hse 
41¥. Tawfiq Gucs: H~ 
418. Garden Guest House 
.: 19. Jumu18 <Anference &: Countl) 

Home 
420. Co'enant Guest House 
421. Bafv.-aka Lodge 
421 Mama Monica Geust House 
423. Hebret Hotel 
424 Shennon Kampala Hotel 
425. Intercontinental Hotel 
416. Samra Hotel 
427 The Presbyterian Guest House 

.o\nd <Anference Center 
428. Kenya Comfort Hotel Sunes 
429 Red Coun Hotel 
430. Classic Guest Home 
431 Bridge Villas 
432. Palaciana. The Res1dence 

&The Suites 
433. Alliance Hotels 
434. Lodges And Jungle Bar 
435. Pangani Guest Hse 
436 Ole Sereni 
437. Yellow Lodge 
438 Up-Rum)'s The Club 
439. Sunrise Guest House And 

Lodging 
440. Acacia Guest House 
441. Marille Arch Hotel 
442 Sleep Inn 
443. Cafe Royale Ltd 
444. Riverfront \-tllas Ltd 
445. Red Sea Restaurant 
446. Capstan Ltd 
447. Ki~i Milimani Hotel 
448. Fisb Eagle Inn 
449. 1.\rmdsor Golf Hotel 
450. Fig Tree Hotel Ltd 
451. The Rusam Guest House 
452. Riverside Part Ltd 
453 Garden Guestbouse (Thome) 
454 Kolobot Gardens Ltd 
455. Tribe Village Market Hotel 
456. Kim General International 
457 Kuzal Enter Inn 
458. Sabina <Auotry Inn 
459. 614 Hotel 
460. House OfWaine Karen 
461. Ngara Uphill Lodge 
462. Melbourne Hotel 
463. MetaMetaHotels Ud 
464. Fairview Hotel 
465. Safari Park Hotel & Casino 
466. Mushemb• Guest House 
467. Ngara Mens Hosrel 
468 Izaak Walton Inn 
469. ~afuu Guest House 
470. Glory Hotels&: Investment 

Ltd 
4 71. \ifamnnya Guest House 
472. Jupiter Guest Resort 
473. The Hilton Hotel 
474 New Apollo Bar And 

Restaurant 
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475 Muk1 Apartments 
47o Bibhca Guest House 
4n AaccOuest House & 

Conferen::c: Centre 
478 Kahawa Gate'"-a) Hotel 
4 79 Magomano Bar 'd Res1 
4 0 \\ est Shelters Ltd 
481 MBlhew 14 Guest House 
4&2. lbs Guest House 
483. Sta) HtU Hotel 
484 Methodtst Guest House 
4&5. AdultS Restaur1lnt 
486. Talek Ouesr House 
487. Voya;:e Africa Guest House 
488. 1-\tcheche Camp Ltd 
489. Snlomka V11Jas 
490 l-\3len Kotll!ge 
491. Athus1 831 And R~Uillflll'll 
4Q2, Everbest Lodee & Rc:;otaurant 
493. Garden Guesthouse 
494 ll~an Hotels & Lodges 
495. Cro"11 Plaza Hotel 6. ResortS 
496. Glol) Star Hostel 
497 Aden Ba} Lodge 
498. New Al-Aqsa Hotel 
499. Fatht Guest House Ltd 
500. Andalus Lodge 
501. Al-Mubarak Guest House 
502 Top 10 Hotel 
503. B3r.lkat Hotel 
504. Almu~aram Guest House 
505. Gavmci 
506 Tawfiq Mand• Hou.se 
507. Hiddig Hotel 
508. Andalus Restaurant 
509. Abbey Hotel 
510 Jacaranda Group Of Hotels 
5 I I. The Panari Hotel 
5 I 2. Kenya Hotels Ltd 
513. Nyali International Beacl1 

Hotel 
514 Serena I lotels 
515. TnnityGuest House 
516. Gemma Court 
517. SamagmHotel 
518 Mac Pari.: Hotel 
519. Two E11!hty Anne>.. Lodge 
520. Alsafa Hotel 
521. Sharif Guest House 
522. Dalhiis llotel 
523. Norfolk Towers Ltd 
524 Rwa Guest House 
525. Waves Guest Wmg 
526. EXtended Guest Wing 
527 Parsonic Hotel 
528 Yamm Lodge & Eatmg Place 
529. Pavillion Lad•es Hostel 
530. Jami111 Hotel 
53 1. Inside A mea Budger Safaris 
532 All.mas Hostel 
533. Relax Sokoni H01el 
534. Care Guest House 
535. Hotel Green Coun 
536. Mane'e Guest House 
537. Jeer) Cll~ Hotel 
538. Ne" Glona Hotel 
539. Relax Safan Hotel 
540. Blue Hut Hotel 
541. Citywall Hotel 
542. Egloos Garden Restuarant 
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543 \is:ngoru Homes<.ays 56 Race Cou.~ lnn 
,\tERU 544 Ci3lexon Holt! 5i. Mioro ~!Ll2::s 

545. 1bc ~e\\ Big Tree 58 R~ood c:On.ages 
5-:6. Lake .Sal\-a.~ha Sawela Lodge 59. AmaruHotel I. Mlltrnaru Hotel 547. ?-:gong Hills Hotel Lld 60 Damuki Guest Hou.'t 
54S. Oestmation Services Ltd 61. Relax Inn Restaura:nt 1 S!Tess Free 
549. Dahab Guest House 62 Jarnbo Hotel 3. Cockpll Hotel 

63. ElshadJu Cafe 4. Re\ Hotel 
64. Zion Cafe 

5. Per~onahty Hltcl ELDORET 65. Karnbuni Hotel 
66. Kcbeo Hotel 6 Golden ch•ck 

I. The Regal Pub 67 Corner HOtel 7. Tusl.er Puh 
::: Toof311 Guest House 68. N.z~ Amani Hotel & Lodgang 8 MO\Ie hnk 
3. :-lorth Rift Ions Guest House 69. Guest Ho~ Reformed Church 
4 Blue Post Hotel 70. Water Zone Hotel 9. M"eodantu 
5. Cicada Hotel And 71. Sunset Cafe Hotel For Food &.: 10. Blue bndre 

A.:oomodatJoo Snacks II. Wllco 
6. West Safari Lodge t1. Lenexa Cen!Te Hotel 

II . Option 7. V.atercrest Kenya 73. Mwanzo Guest Hse 
8. Murang'a Resranra:nt And Bar 74. Midways Guest House 12. Hone} pot 
9. Esbs Apartments 75. Eldoret White Castle Motel & 13. Ne\'anaa\ 
10. The ~llll11) Lodge Aecomodation 14 Amarula 11. Mysuque Bar, Restaurant And 76 Pioetree Gardens 

Lodging 77. Swt Dreams Guest House 15. Kasaram 
12 Eldo Wagon Hotel 78. Royalton Hotel & 16. Three Steers 
13 Shakers Restaurant Aecomodauon 17. Royal prince 
14 Stalet Guest House 79 Sunrise Hotel 
15 Hotel Sacco- Kapso~-ar 80 Sarnco Guest House & 18. Rock) 

16. Sman Island Guest House Aecomodation 19. Meru safan H01el 
17 Jazz Guest House 81 Hillton Hotci-Kgeria Cenrre 20 Royal 
18. Kenrnosa Reson And 82 Aldai Gaa Hotel :Ngena 21. Ntuge Conference Centre 83. Taratibu Guest House 
19 Saazur Guest House 84. J..;.enmosa Hotel 22. Macrence 
20. KapSO\\o'BT Plaza 85. Venus Ion Motel 23. ~ntmental 
21. Pmetree Gardens 86. Rustred-Nelly's Bar & 24.Amigos 22. New Mwanzo Accomodation Restaurant 
23. Guesthouse,Nomads 87 City Square Hotel 25. P1g & Wh•stle 
24. Eldoret Inner Resort Centre 88. Stem Hotel 26. Sh1nk1sho 
25 Royalton Hotel 89. Moon's Bed & Breakfast 27. SportS Club 26. SIJOrn Hotel 90. Stage Vie" Guest Hou~e 

28. West Wmd 27 Dreamland Guestbouse 91. Sih·er Stage Msafiri 
28. Jema Courts 92. The Mamou Holt! 29 Green Garden 
29. Tul1a Lod!!e <13. Muska! Lodge 30 Gal:lmene garden 
30. Slippers Guest House 04. Gracemont Guest Hou.<>e 
31 }.;orth Rift Palace Hotel 95. Eldoret Garden Cafe 
32. Ktrauna Lodge And Bar 96. Asis Hotel And Accomodarion 
31 Dodoma Guest House 97 Showers Of Blessings 
34. Dom Poa Lodging 98. Hotel Sirikwa 
35. Imam Hostels 99. JefrKHotel 
36. Eldorct West Hotel 100. Breeze Restaurant 
37 Safari Lod!!e 101 Bandaptai Hotel 
38. Relax-Inn Guest House 102. F arnily Kitchen .Resturant 
39 Sunbndgc Homes And Resorts 103. Green Pastures Guest Hsc 
40. T1p Top Lodge 104. Rex Guest House 
41. Tuha Best Guest House 105. Nyathiru Hotel 
42. Green Pastures Guest House 106. Moons Lodge 
43. l'dupawa Prestige Holt! 107 White Highlands Inn 
44. Volcano Resturam And 108. The Klique Hotel 

Accomodation 109 Asis Hotel 
45. Sky Lodge 110. Nyathiru Motel Ltd 
46. Roots Hotel Kapsoya IlL Cicada Hotel 
47 Hotel Jazz 112. Grandpri Hotel 
48. Sango Park Villa! 113. Eldorct White Castle Motel 
49. Checl. Point Hotel Ltd 
50 Safari Lodge Maili Nne 114 Eldoret Valley Hotel 
51 Nabongo Guest House 115 V. akachi House Lodge 
52. Safan Hotel 116 The Koble Conference Centre 
' 3. Mountain \'i~ Horel 117. Kapsabet Hotel 
54 Greenhoe Lodgmg &Boarding 
55 Bethsaida Guest House 
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